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CHAPTER – THREE 

Traditional Games, Sports & Amusements played in North 

Bengal and its Historical Background 

 

Chapter three has discussed about the community based traditional games, sports and 

amusements in north Bengal. The entire north Bengal in divided into three region Tarai, 

Dooars, and Hills. Large number of people has lived here. They involved in various 

traditional games, sports and amusements. Large number of people belongs in Rajbanshi 

community and they are live in Tarai and Dooars region. Their games are Dodhikado 

game, Madonkam or bas game, Pakhi game, Bhuri bhusa game, Mechini or Teesta buri 

game, Dariyabanda game (Stealing the salt) Boys & Girls both, Laxmidak game, Tikalal 

game, Chakorchal game, Dhai game, Gollachhut (Touch and Run) Boys & Girls both 

Flying pigeons Boys & Adults, Elating belating sailo game (Hello, there!) Girls,, 

Hatepate game etc.  

 The Tribal communities are play different kinds of games. This Tribal 

communities are Santhal, Toto, Bodo, Mech, Rava, Nepali, Bishnupriya Manipuri etc. 

there games like Masai Sangoi Thung, Laigai Chalk, Naila Wayasa, Khailao, Bongrai 

Bir, Iyakhai,Pangrudi, Salaio, Fan Solaio, Must Seglaio, Bhumani Kotor, Youngla, 

Baharu, Chur, Sukoi, Yila, Maighor, etc. Bishnupriya Manipuri tribal peoples are found 

in neibouring at Assam, Tripura, and Northern West Bengal. Kyang is a special game of 

Bishnupriya Manipuri people. It is played of Bengali month Baishak. This game is a 

religious folk game Kyang means guti, one kind of seed. Two teams are participated in 

that game. The goal of this game is one team will touch the kyang and that will be 
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dismount. Toto’s games are Karam puja, Beja khela, Lota khela etc. one of the most 

popular game of tribal Kah.1 

In the plain area majority of peoples are play Ayanga-Nyanga, (the tiger and goat 

game) Boys & girls both. Baghbandhi (capturing the tiger) Boys & girls both. Baucchi, 

Budikapati, Baubasanti, Budir-chu. (The old Lady) Boys & girls. Chikka (Tug and trip) 

Boys Chhadar Khela (Rhyming game) Boys & Girls both, Chhi-Chhattar (The kite and 

the cocks) Boys, Chungakhela (The crackers game) Adult men, Danguli, (Tipcat) Boys, 

De Pakhal (Turn him around) Boys & Girls both, Satkhela and Chiriya, Chada, Ghunti, 

Diga, Khopla (Hopscotch) Girls, Gaigodani (Tending the Cows Cowherds) Ghuntikhela 

(Game of dice) Girls, Golap-Tagar , Baurani, Chadan Khela (Murshidabad), Tukatuki 

(Mymensingh (Blind game) Boys & Girls both, Mogalpathan (Draughts) Boys & Girls 

both, Openti Bioscope (Round game) Girls, Rajar Kotal (king's constable) Boys, Holdug 

Tag me in water Boys Jhappuri Khela Boys, Lai Khela Find me out Boys Flying Kites 

Boys & Adults etc. these are the games which played in north Bengal and also played in 

various place of india with different name and such as  Ha-du-du (Game of Tag) Boys & 

Girls both, Lukochuri (Hide and seek) Boys & Girls both, Kanamachhi (Blind bee; blind 

man's bluff) Boys & Girls both, Gulikhela (Game of marbles) Boys,  Rumalchuri 

(Stealing the handkerchief) Boys & Girls both, Danguli game, Ekkadokka game, Pittu 

game, Cowry, Gambling game, Snake Ludu, Kabadi game, Rnnabati game, Putul putul 

gamer etc.The historicity, geographiccommunity based lots of above mentioned  

Traditional games and sports will be discussing in this chapter.   

It is obvious that before we enter into the focus, the evolution of traditional games of 

North Bengal, it is necessary to mention the games that played in North Bengal and the 

details of those games to understand not only the games’ character but also the life and 
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manners of the village and their people. The roots of traditional games may be found in 

the agrarian background of society, and games are the windows through which the values 

and ethos of a particular society can be reviewed. Joseph Strutt has very adroitly 

expressed this idea: 

“To form a right estimate of the character of any exceptional 

people, it is essential to look into the Sports and Pastimes most generally 

prevalent among them… War, policy, and other contingent circumstances 

may effectually place men, at different times, it different points of view, 

but, when we follow them into their retirements, where no disguise is 

necessary, we are most likely to see them in their true state, and may best 

judge of their natural dispositions”.2 

It is, therefore, significant for a historian to appreciate the games and pastimes of a 

particular society to reconstruct its social history, and here lies the significance of 

studying traditional games of our predecessors from a historical point of view. North 

Bengal is known for its natural vegetation and open field. Thus the games are played 

based on natural sounds; here researchers described some games played commonly in the 

village, concentrating upon those that help the physical activity. 

Sociologists like Roberts, Pick, Sutton Smith, and Siego think so that traditional 

games are not physical exercise. They wanted to analyze the structural aspects of 

traditional games. Socialization and education are possible by learning through traditional 

games. Morality can develop social norms and values through such games. Leading 

scholars like Piggott3, Helanko, and Stone have expressed their views on the role of 

socialization in traditional games. Scholars like Helmut Bystoch think that games are of 

great and extraordinary importance in the revival of a nation, that is, in the full 
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establishment of morality. He spoke of the importance of games as an integral part of the 

development of the totality of the clannish life.4 Ering Danning says that naturally, the 

social norms and values of spontaneously created rural games are maintained by way of 

traditional/traditional games. People have extraordinary social significance in terms of 

‘Social Structure’ theory. The theories of ‘Social Systems’ and ‘Individual Action’ show 

that traditional/traditional games have a special significance in maintaining social unity. It 

helps to bring courage and tolerance among the players, instills in them to play fair with 

their opponents as well, and makes them responsible enough to think about the welfare of 

the entirety instead of their interests.5 

 Literature, Art, and Cultural life are not extra subjects. Since traditional games 

and games are a part of traditional culture, glimpses of one’s daily life can be noticed in 

traditional/traditional games.6 From the earliest times of civilization, man has had to fight 

with nature to survive. Not only fighting with Nature but man’s struggle also includes 

conquering and subduing Nature. Children have imitated adults in their games while older 

people have struggled with Nature. Since the world of adults and the world of children are 

separate, the world of children is associated with the use of the child’s imagination. With 

the development of human civilization, the essentials of a once-in-a-lifetime necessity 

have disappeared but have found their place in children’s games.7 

 According to Morgan’s theory,8 in order to move from the primitive stage to the 

present stage of civilization, one had to go through two levels, the wild level, and the 

barbaric level; the civilized stage being the present level. At the wild and barbaric level, 

there are again three divisions, namely the lower, the middle, and the upper-division. So 

the present civilization can be reached only after crossing the highest level of the barbaric 

strata. Wild people lived mainly in the jungle and had to defend themselves from the 
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constant attacks of the wild animals. At the wild level, people have learned agriculture. 

People used to cultivate in a primitive way. In many traditional games, the shadow of that 

primitive life has remained9. 

In traditional games like ‘Bagh-Chhagol’10, ‘Kumir-Kumir’11, ‘Kukur-Shakuni’12, 

‘Jhaal’, and ‘Gachhua’ etc, the image of the primitive life and the struggle of man is 

captured. ‘Kumir-Kumir’ or ‘Jal-Kumir’ is a game when two parties participate. One side 

plays the role of humans, and the other wing plays the role of crocodiles. Again, only one 

person becomes the crocodile. The higher elevations are land, and the lower elevations 

are water. The players on the shore will go down in the water and say, ‘O Kumir tor jolke 

nemechi’ or ‘Kumir Kumir Bhoot Kumirer chhao’. And the crocodile will then say, ‘Jak 

pao tak khao’. If the crocodile touches a person, then that person will become a crocodile. 

The game depicts the real picture of humans being attacked by aquatic crocodiles when 

they went into the water for their livelihood. 

 The same picture is depicted in the games like ‘Kukur-Shakuni’ and ‘Hiyal 

Game’. In ‘Kukur-Shakuni’, the dog chases the vulture and the vulture turns into a dog 

when the dog touches it. In ‘Hiyal’ or ‘Shiyal’ game, if the ‘Hiyal’ touches the player, 

then he will turn into a fox. The two sides of the ‘Kumir-Kumir’ game are two groups. 

The crocodile or ‘Kumir’ totem depicts the struggle of any other group with the symbolic 

human group, in the game ‘Kukur-Shakuni’ the dog and the vulture are two different 

totem-believing human groups. In a like manner, the ‘Shiyal’ or ‘Hiyal’ totem in Hiyal 

game represents a prominent human group. Perhaps the group holding the fox totem was 

inferior to other groups. Therefore, in the method of selecting the ‘hiyal’, it is seen that 

the spit is thrown through the circle which is formed by touching the tip of the thumb and 

forefinger of the right hand, and the person on whose hand that spit falls, turns into a fox 
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in the game. In all of these games, a group of people enacts the role of crocodiles, 

vultures, dogs, kites, roosters, and foxes perform their gestures and that probably 

constitutes that particular totem-believing clan’s magic dance. Asim Das13, in his book 

‘Loukik-krirar Samajik Utso’ has written in this relation that,  

“A very popular custom in primitive human society was that before going 

for hunting or going to war, they used to decorate themselves like their totem and 

imitate that totem animal or bird in way of dance. Those who took part in this 

dance were considered to be willing to go to war. Several types of dances were 

prevalent in Koum society, one of them being the War dance. ...... in the game 

‘Kukur-Shakuni’ the vulture-playing human race performed their totem dance 

before going to wars.”  

Some of the popular games found in West Tripura were ‘Barafjal’, ‘Bandijay Re 

Bhai Bandijay’, Gaichhya and even in these games the reflection of the primitive social 

system can be noticed. The game of ‘Barafjal’ is similar to ‘Nunta’. If ice or ‘Baraf' can 

pull water or ‘Jal’ into its circle, then that water will turn to ice. Among the hilly tribes, 

ice and water may have turned into totems; moreover, the matter of natural energy is also 

worth noticing here. People noticed that and brought it into the game. The games 

‘Bandijay re bhai bandijay’ or ‘Gaicchya’ is similar to games like ‘Gachhua’ and 

‘Jhaali’. A picture of the life struggle of the primitive forest dwellers is depicted here. 

 Likewise, fighting scenes can be seen between the rooster and the kite in the game 

‘Chhi chhattar’14. In the middle of the round formed by the players, there is a thief, he is 

a kite, and others are roosters. The kite tries to distract the rooster by playing various 

rhymes and tries to break the circle whenever he gets a chance; then the roosters try to 

touch the kite. Their heroism is manifested in the rhyme recited by the roosters at this 
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time. The remarkable thing is that if he can touch her here, he will turn into a kite. Maybe 

the kite and the chicken totem were prominent human populations. The kite is the slave 

here and many times, the slaves used to run away and escape; the people of the ruling 

group would kill them if they could catch them. Again, many times when the slaves were 

able to escape, they later gathered strength and revolted against the ruling group. There is 

a lot of evidence of this in history. 

Similar images can be found of the struggles of certain totem groups in games like 

‘Enga-Enga’,  ‘Baghbondi’ or ‘Bagh-Chhagol’, ‘Nunta’, ‘Pukure Baeng’, ‘Jelemachh’ 

etc. In the game ‘Enga-Enga’, the ‘Bagh’ and ‘Chhagol’ are opponents or two conflicting 

groups. One side is inside the circle and the other side is outside. As soon as the rhyme 

used in the game is over, the tiger and the goat start pulling in the other side. This time if 

the tiger can take the goat out of the circle, then the goat will become a tiger and if the 

tiger enters the circle, then the tiger will transform into a goat. A scene like this is seen in 

the game ‘Nunta’ and the game ‘Chilla-Daoma’ common in the Santali society. In the 

game ‘Chilla-Daoma’, the kite and the Daoma, i.e., the chicken may be different totem 

groups. In ‘Nunta’, the ‘Nunta’ or the owner of the circle will sing Nunta seven times 

while others will say up to 7. Then the conversation between Nunta and the others will 

begin. As soon as the conversation is over, the others will run away and Nunta will chase 

them and try to catch them. There are no individual names for the two groups so the game 

could be of a time much later15. But the names ‘Noon’ and ‘Nunta’ indicate that there 

could be a relation of it with the words ‘Noon’ or ‘Lobon’. The statement of eminent 

researcher Asim Das can be seen as:  

“When a particular group of people exchanges an object repeatedly with 

another group of people, the second group identifies the first group by that name. 
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So it is not uncommon for the word ‘salt’ or ‘Lobon’ or ‘Noon’ to be associated 

with the group name of those who produced and exchanged salt.... A group of 

people called ‘Lunia’ was found in northern India. The naming implies that they 

are salt makers.”  

So it can be said that the salt may have become their totem as a result of their long 

association with the salt business. In the ‘Nunta’ game, if the side with the salt totem 

between the two groups touches the other side, then that person becomes a Nunta, i.e., 

converts to a person belonging to the salt totem.16 

 If the winner of all these games brings the opponent's player into his circle, the 

opponents will join his team. This may include the ancient system of slavery and the 

collection of slaves. In ancient times, slaves, like other treasures, were the hallmarks of 

nobility, hence the opposition party, the dogs turning into vultures, the chickens turning 

into kites increased the power of the victorious party. In this way, it can be noticed that 

the clan itself is trying to increase its strength and protect itself from extinction. 

Moreover, the victorious group hated the slaves of the conquered group so they wanted to 

flee. But the conquerors would take them back and kill them. In many cases, the fugitive 

slaves used to attack the previous ruling groups by accumulating power defeated them, 

and enslaved them.17 

       ‘Solloguti Game’       

 ‘Nayguti Game’ 
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       Shologuti’ game                                                                            Shologuti’ game                                                                                  

 

              

‘Botrishguti’ game                      Chhotrishguti’ game 

                           ‘ 

 Source: the sketch collected from the book ‘Prasanga Lokokriya’ by B. Paul 

In ‘Bagh-Chhagol’ or ‘Baghbondi’, ‘Shologuti’, ‘Botrishguti’, ‘Chhotrishguti’, 

‘Chhoyguti’, ‘Noyguti’, ‘Akkelbondi’, ‘Payeet’, the two sides of the game can be 

identified as two separate conflicting groups. In the game ‘Bagh-Chhagol’ or 
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‘Baghbondi’, the ‘Bagh’ i.e., the tiger and the ‘Chhagol’ i.e., the goat are two totem 

believing groups. A. B. Kieth speaks of the existence of a group of people called ‘Ojo’ in 

ancient Vedic literature. Moreover, in various old Indian myths, the Puran and the 

Upapuran, Mandukya, Kurna, etc or the 10 incarnations or ‘Dasavatar’, namely ‘Matsya’, 

‘Kurma’, ‘Baraha’, ‘Nrisingha’, ‘Bamon’ are named after the animals; there are also 

Puranas with tree names like ‘Padmapuran’. Thus animals, plants, and even inanimate 

objects could be a totem. (Like the totem ‘Noon’ in ‘Nunta’). So tigers and goats can be 

identified as two conflicting groups. No player's name is seen in the other shots, but the 

game is played in the same manner. How to equip the army to possibly corner the 

opposition, or to destroy the opposition’s pawn, i.e., to reduce their strength by killing it 

lies entangled in these games. The same thing can be noticed in ‘Daba’ or Chess as well. 

In ‘Payeet’, if the player can bring the pawns in a straight line, then he will win, that is, 

those whose army is more disciplined and well-equipped will win. Moreover, it is 

possible to easily defeat the opponent if the protagonist can run the pawns with good 

reciprocity and agility.18 

 At any time in the forested area, the wildlife interference and nuisance would 

endanger the lives of people and domestic animals. So how to prepare for a wild animal 

attack or capture it can be seen in the symbolic tiger captive game ‘Baghbondi’. 

‘Shologuti’ is also known as ‘Mughal-Pathan’ in some areas, including the district of 

Coochbehar.19 The poetic composition of Bipradas named ‘Manasa Vijay’ mentions the 

name of games like ‘Baghchali’ or ‘Baghbondi’ and ‘Mangal-Pathan’. Experts believe 

that this game contains historical memories of the Mughal Pathan conflict. Harendra 

Narayan Chaudhury, in his book ‘Cooch Behar State and its Land Revenue Settlement’ 

has written about this game. Sir Khan Chaudhury Amantulla has spoken about the origin 

of the game as,  
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“At that time, King Naranarayana was called the booster of the Pathan 

people in the kingdom of Koch. He passed away in 1587 BC. In 1576 BC, when 

the Pathan king Dawood Khan fell, the kingdom of Bengal was conquered by the 

Mughals but the Bhuiyan kings and the Pathan chiefs did not readily agree to 

accept submission to the Mughals. Until 1600 BC the Orissa and Ghoraghat 

provinces were almost devastated by the Mughal Pathan conflicts. It is well 

known in Coochbehar that the Mughal-Pathan game was created based on this 

dispute.”20 

 Images of the life struggles of primitive foresters can also be seen in the game of 

‘Gacchua’ and ‘Jhaali’. It is possible that ‘Gacchua’ and ‘Jhaal’ or ‘Jhaali’ are different 

kinds of the same game. In the game of ‘Gacchua’, one player will enact a tiger and stand 

at the trunk of a tree while the repose of the players will stay on top of that tree. That tiger 

will try to touch the other players and convert them into a ‘More’ but the players will try 

to save themselves from the tiger’s touch and go kiss the trunk of the tree. Whoever will 

be touched by the tiger will become the tiger in the next round of the game. And here the 

players have conversations with the tiger. In ‘Jhaal the thief will go and touch a target 

elsewhere while the other players will be sitting on the branches of a tree. The thief will 

come and try to jump and touch them. If any player can escape that touch and jump to the 

ground then that will be termed as one ‘Patti’. Here, ‘Chor’ or thief is just another version 

of the tiger. In ancient times, forest dwellers used to climb trees and stay there to protect 

themselves from wild animals. Later, civilized people too had to go to the forest to collect 

wood, honey, and had to climb trees owing to similar circumstances, that is, to protect 

themselves from wild animals but since children and teenagers have no idea about this 

experience, so it is difficult to depict this in the game. But primitive man had to climb 

trees with his children to survive, so it is natural for this to get reflected and imitated in a 
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child’s play. So the endangered lives of the forest people have got a place in it. Now 

going down and kissing the base of the tree may mean worshipping the tree that protects 

it from the attack of wild animals as a god. And to jump means to flee in self-defense.21 

 In the game ‘Aamer Jhul’, or ‘Aampaaka’ or ‘Aamjholla’, players at the top of the 

tree will save the thief’s touch and come down and kiss the mango branch buried in the 

periphery. In this game, the player who is sitting on the tree is the thief and the one who is 

below is the owner of the tree. According to ancient beliefs, the non-Aryans were bandits 

and demons to the Aryans. The giants live in the trees and protect the trees. So the player 

below could represent that monster. The monster protects trees and fruits in his area with 

the help of his magical powers. The mango sapling buried in the earth is a symbol of a 

new tree. The non-Aryan ancient monster does not want to give access to his rights to 

others but the Aryans want to establish rights over the land. Kissing the new Pallab or 

sapling can mean establishing rights in the new area. In this way, the Aryans established 

their rights over the non-Aryan inhabited Indian Territory.22 

 A similar interpretation can be made about water games like ‘Lai Game’ and 

‘Hari Game’. Primitive people have had to rely on rivers and dams for water in many 

ways. After fishing or collecting drinking water or learning to farm, they had to live on 

the banks of the river and face the attack of aquatic animals. People have tried to defend 

themselves there as well, and its image or reflection can be seen in these two games. 

 Another traditional game is ‘Pata Aana’ or ‘Saat Aana’. There is a good 

resemblance between this game and ‘Aatapata’. In ‘Paata Aana’ one player is elected to 

be the thief. The other players stay in the round room. The thief then asks the players to 

go and get one leaf at a time, and the players lift one of their legs and get a leaf. In this 

way, seven leaves are brought seven times. Then the player will hide a leaf and the thief 
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will have to find it out. Although the ‘Aatapata’ game is a game of bringing leaves, yet it 

is unique and a distinctive one. Here, the players of the house will ask the thief, ‘Aatapata 

kisher pata?’ The name of the leaf that the thief says will have to be brought by the others 

while they hold their breath. If while bringing the leaf the player releases his breath, and 

the thief touches him and takes up the player’s cell, then that player will transform into a 

thief. At the end, when the players bring little kind of leaves, the leaves are torn a little 

and buried in the ground. If the thief can find out all those leaves, then he will be released 

from his character of being a thief and that player will become a thief.23 

 In this traditional game, there is probably a reference to people who collect food. 

People used to collect food from different places and save it for the future. And thieves or 

robbers would steal that stored food. Again, is the thief of this game a guard or a slave? It 

was often seen that the servants of the house killed the householder and took possession 

of his family and property. As like a result, he became the owner of the house and the 

owner of the house became a thief. Examples of such incidents are found in folklore. 

‘Danguli’ is a very popular game among the teenagers of rural Bengal. Evidence 

has been found that the game of ‘Danguli’ is prevalent not only in Bangladesh but also in 

different countries of the world. In this game, a long stick made of tree branches or 

bamboo twigs is called ‘dang’. And another small stick used is called ‘guli’. Placing the 

shots inside a small hole, the player targets it with the sharp edges of the ‘dang’ and 

throws it at a distance. The player at the other end will grab the shot and throw it back to 

the person holding the 'dang', he will be hitting it hard and sending it away. The distance 

between where the bullet fell and the hole will be measured by the player using those 

same dangs. It is to be noted that though numerical terms are used for counting in 

different regions, the value of counting is up to a maximum of seven everywhere. The 
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pre-Aryan race in India of the Kaums had a count of a maximum of seven. Perhaps the 

number 7 was considered to be a magic number.24 

    Fig.3.1. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY RESEARCHER  

 Fig.3.2. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY RESEARCHER 
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According to Morgan’s theory, people learned to farm at an early stage of the 

barbaric era, and that farming was done in a very primitive way. A branch of a tree was 

sharpened and used as an excavation rod. Later, an iron spear was placed on the head of 

the excavation rod. In the elementary stage, with the help of the excavation rod, the trunks 

of the trees were lifted. Hence it was understood that the excavation rod has been used in 

the game as 'dang' and tree trunks as ‘guli’. Even today, agriculture is practiced in that 

way by the indigenous people of different parts of India. Moreover, in Jhum cultivation 

method, seeds are sown by digging holes with the help of these digging rods. 

 There can also be another explanation of this topic. Primitive man did not know 

logic and analysis, so he targeted miraculous feats and magic as the root of almost 

everything. At the core of the game ‘Danguli’ there may have been an underlying 

fertility-centric miracle or magic. A child is born as a result of a man and woman's 

intercourse. According to the fertility-centric culture, agriculture and intercourse between 

a male and a female are similar actions. The words ‘Langol’ and ‘Linga’ are sounds 

originated from the same source. Linga- Linga (metal) + A (suffix) which means to 

cultivate. Langol-longo (metal) + aal (suffix) which also means to cultivate. Both are 

synonymous metals. 

 The land is imagined as a woman. When seeds are sown by cultivating the land, 

grains are produced. Likewise, as a result of a male and female’s sexual intercourse, a 

child is born. The sexual parts of a male are symbolized by the plow or cultivation rod. In 

various human societies around the world, various cultures regarding fertility are 

maintained. According to the description given by Fraser, we get to know that in some 

places, in agriculture, before sowing the seeds, a naked menstruating woman with 

disheveled hair is made to roam the agricultural lands. Again somewhere, agriculturist 
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couples indulge in sexual activities few days before sowing the seeds. In the Rajbangshi 

community of North Bengal, observance of the hudumchukar penance is related to the 

fertility-centric magic initiation. A relation has been drawn between a male's ejaculation 

and rainfall. In our country, there are such stories in Ramayana, Mahabharata, and 

Purana. Buddhadev Bose in his play ‘Tapaswi o Tarangini’ has used the old story as an 

archetype. The prostitute Tarangini enters the state with the infallible Kumar 

Rishwashringa. As soon as she enters the state, there is a lot of rain in the state. After the 

marriage of Shanta with Rishwashringa in a state without heirs, a son was born. Again, 

just like having intercourse with a menstruating woman is forbidden, so is in our country, 

the digging or hitting of so-called menstruating mother earth for the three days of 

Ambubachi.25 

 The ‘dang’ in the game ‘Danguli’ can be noted as the sexual parts of a male. The 

hollow made in the soil is the female sexual part and the ‘guli’ is the children. If the 

person holding the dang catches the shot before it falls on the ground, then he misses his 

chance, that is, the child dies even before it touches the ground. It is believed that after the 

birth of a child it needs to be touched to the ground, otherwise it does not lead to a 

successful birth. As a father, the one holding the dang fails to give birth to a child. A 

player of the opponent team will throw the shot towards the one holding the dang. He lays 

the dang beside the hole in the earth, and if the ‘guli’ shot by the opponent touches the 

‘dang’, then the person holding the dang loses his chance in the game. Or else he hits the 

‘guli’ and sends it far away. 

 The small hole dug on the ground symbolizes the mother’s vagina. The ‘dang’ is 

laid beside that hole and its meaning can be interpreted as a king or any man is lying in 

the proximity of any woman. If the ‘guli’ shot by the opponent misses the ‘dang’, then the 
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person holding the dang loses his chance in the game, that is, the king's son conspires 

with the enemies to kill the king. It is not uncommon in history for a son to kill his father 

and become king. The person holding the dang therefore hits the shots and throws them as 

far away as possible. This is why the distance is measured in a game and whoever can 

send the dang as far as possible will win the game. 

    

 
Fig.3.3. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY RESEARCHER 

 

Another game associated with the production system and agricultural culture is 

the ‘GutiGame’ or ‘Guli Game’. There are various interpretations of this game, like 

‘Bheta Game’, ‘Gachhaguti’, ‘Goy’ or ‘Gaya Game’. In ‘Guli’ or ‘Guti’ or ‘Marble' 

game, players draw two parallel lines at a certain distance, with players on one side and a 

small hole on the other side called ‘Pill’. In this game, the players first move one by one. 

The player whose shot is nearby to the pill or falls in the pill makes the first move and 
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takes a pre-specified number of guti from the other players during the game. If one of his 

shots falls on the pill, then he wins all the moves or if he strikes one specific marble with 

the other, he then wins that move.26 

 

 Fig.3.4. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY RESEARCHER 
 

A woman means land; if the ‘Pill’ is the vagina of a woman then shots would be 

‘Bij’ or ‘Pitribij’. And the mother earth would be the Birbhogya. The ancient Aryan 

language-speaking Kaums used to play this game with seeds. The seeds were rolled and 

thrown into holes. As children, we also played this game with hartali, behera, or pittiraj 

fruits and seeds. Later marble or glass beads were used instead of seeds. 
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 Fig.3.5. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY RESEARCHER  
 

 Out of the few players who move the ‘Guti’, only one achieves the right to make 

the first move. That is, he was the first to be able to establish rights over the woman. He 

gets the right to first implant the seeds in a woman, to win his move, which is, being able 

to achieve paternity rights. If he fails, then the next person will make his move, that is, he 

will establish his rights. Here, the matter of the living world can be noticed. A female dog 

is usually surrounded by more than one male dog during the breeding season of Shravan 

and Bhadra, but only the strong one gets the right to plant the seed. The right to 

successful fatherhood is attained by the propagation of the family lineage; henceforth the 

one who has formerly succeeded in doing so gets the very first opportunity to move the 

‘Guti’ when the game begins next time. In the animal kingdom, only one ovum is 

released during the mating of a male and a female, and one of the strongest sperm in 

many sperms can inhibit the ovum. The player has in his hand a luck shot ‘Toll’ or 
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‘Daggil’ with which he can hit the other shots and win that move. The same process is 

used in the ‘Goy’ or ‘Gaya’ and ‘Gachhaguti’ games. This seems to be significant as a 

psychological factor in the game. Needless to say, biological internal physiology cannot 

be part of a child's play. 

 The same can be explained in the case of ‘Veta’ game. The players try to lift the 

shot from a certain distance and try to throw it into the pill. The one whose shot is farthest 

from the pill has to give ‘Khatan’. The one whose shot is nearby to the pill will first 

throw the shot into the hole with his finger and then try to hit the supervisor's shot and 

send it away by placing his finger on the edge of the hole. If the first one fails, then it's 

the next player's turn to play. The khatandar will try to target the shot into the hole but the 

other players will try to send it away. In this way, if a player can collect certain points, the 

defeated player is shown hatred through rhymes and is abused. The end of the line goes 

like ‘Conversation at Seventeen/ Final word at eighteen/ Observation at Nineteen/ 

Marriage at Twenty’ and then from the son becoming a father to having grandchildren are 

mentioned. And the winner will hit the loser and send him away. In the same way, the 

vanquished will try to throw the seeds in the hole. When he can throw the shot, his release 

means the game is over. In ancient society, there used to be slaves, and once enslaved, 

they had to be enslaved from generation to generation. It is noteworthy that in ancient and 

medieval times, Khoja troops and slaves were kept to protect the inner cities where 

women lived so that no one could assert their rights over the women of that territory. 

Establishing rights over women meant freeing themselves from slavery.27 

 Another game-related to production is the ‘Cowry Game’ game. This game 

belongs to the customs of Hindu marriage. Every ritual of Hindu marriage is fertility-

centric. These rituals and customs enhance the married life of the newlywed couple and 

make it easy. The ring, shells, Indian hog plum, betel leaf, betel nut, and rice grains are 
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the usual materials of marriage. A small pond is cut in the ground and betel leaves with 

betel nuts are placed in its four corners and the middle of each bank. At this time, shells, 

hog plums, betel nuts, and the bride and groom's ring are brought together, changed seven 

times, and thrown into the pond seven times. One has to bring back everything at once, 

without lifting the hand from the water and the winner between the bride and groom is 

assumed to dominate their marital life. The distinct shapes of betel leaves, shells, rings, 

and betel nuts may be the symbols related to pregnancy and sex. Similarly, in the games 

‘Guti Game’, ‘Ghuting Game’, ‘Fulgutti’, ‘Ghunti Game’ ‘Katakuti’, ‘Tham o Katakuti’, 

the projections of primitive desires can be noticed. Lajanjali is given in a Hindu marriage. 

Parched rice is placed on a winnowing fan is flung in the fire. Here the ardor of the 

winnowing fan is significant. Shame is sacrificed in the flames of desire and appeal which 

means that the woman accepts the touch of the man. The ritual here is purely sexual. 

Fig.3.6. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY RESEARCHER 
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‘Guti Game’ is mainly a feminine game. Here five, seven, nine, or eleven pieces of 

potsherd or pebbles are used as ‘Guti’ or ‘Kori’. The shots are placed on the ground, 

projected upwards, and caught by the palms or the back of the hands. The shots are 

played with great agility keeping the hand in various positions. The game ‘Haathbej’ is 

also a game of shots and the artistic workmanship of the hands. In these games, various 

rhymes are used along with hand and guti movements. ‘Ghuting Game’ or ‘Guting Game’ 

is a game of several stages. These stages again have different names. In ‘Fulgutti’ the 

stages don't have separate names but it has a rhyme or saying for each stage. The nine 

stages of ‘Ghuting Game’ are-‘Ful’, ‘Chhoto, ‘Boro’, ‘Tel’, ‘Gachh’, ‘Haath Dhappa’, 

‘Mati Dhappa’, ‘Jorango’, and ‘Kadul’. Collected by Varun Kumar Chakraborty, the 

games ‘Guting Game’, ‘Gachhu’, ‘Tellu’, ‘Boddu’, ‘Chakku’, ‘Ful’, ‘Nijer Dara’, ‘Porer 

Dara’, ‘Sadar Badar’, ‘Thokkan’, ‘Boshano’, ‘Ful Jhapola’, ‘Jharnagulguli’, Boddu 

Jhapola, Chokku Jhapola, etc has 15 stages. The stages have been explained 

sequentially.28  

In traditional games, information about primitive social systems, sexual relations 

of men and women, and facts related to marriage can be discovered. In the early stages of 

primitive society, sexual intercourse was free, but with time it gradually shrunk. Morgan, 

in his book ‘Ancient Society,’ has shown- Free sex gradually changed and transcended 

various historical stages to finally become a marital affair between a man and a woman. 

Although human life has evolved from primitive to the present stage of civilization, its 

ruins remain amid various social customs and practices. Like in traditional games namely 

‘Boubasanti’ or ‘Buri basanti’, ‘Bouchi’ or ‘Bousi’, ‘Golla’, ‘Mondi’, ‘Bou tola’ or 

‘Bouchuri’, ‘Kuti’, ‘Jor chhorachhori’ and ‘Holi’ or ‘DolGame’ etc this subject can be 

explored. The game ‘Boubasanti’ or ‘Buri basanti’ is known by different names in 

different regions. Actually, ‘Boubasanti’, ‘Bouchi’, ‘Bousi’, ‘Golla’, ‘Burir chu’, ‘Chhi 
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buri’, ‘Mondi’, ‘Kuti’ etc are the different names of the same games. In the Rajshahi, 

Faridpur and Mayansingh areas of Bangladesh, this game is known as ‘Bou-chi’ or 

‘Chhiburi’. In Murshidabad and Birbhum, it is named ‘Bousi’, in Tripura, ‘Mondi or 

Kuthi’ and in the Jalpaiguri and Coochbehar regions of West Bengal, it is known as 

‘Golla’. There is no significant difference in the rules and regulations of the region, but 

there is a slight difference of course. Like in ‘Boubasanti’, ‘Bouchi’, ‘Mondi’ etc the 

‘bou’ lives in a faraway room. In the game ‘Kuthi’, the woman takes refuge in a pole or 

tree. In the game ‘Golla’ the wife is called the ‘Golla’, and in ‘Buri basant’ the wife 

becomes the aged woman29. 

 In this game, a roundhouse is made on the field and a small circle is drawn a little 

away from the bigger circle. That small circle is the house of the wife or the old woman. 

At the beginning of the game, the insiders are placed in a large circle and the old woman 

or wife is placed in a small circle. The parties of the outsiders surround the wife so that 

she cannot escape to the main room. The players of the inside party hold their breath and 

try to chase the outsiders and make them ‘more’. The wife can return home effortlessly if 

all the outsider members are made more. Otherwise, the wife has to run away and return 

to the main house. At this time, if one of the extra parties touches the wife, then the 

insiders lose their turn in the game because they are defeated. If the guards of the wife 

cannot keep the wife at bay, then the outside parties are defeated. 

 In this game, the insiders are the ones on the bride’s side and the outsiders are the 

ones on the groom’s side. The fights between the families of the bride and groom are an 

adherence of the game, with acceptance and exclusion. The meaning of the word ‘Bibah’ 

is to especially ‘bah’ or carry. In ancient times, the abduction of a daughter was 

associated with marriage. The kidnappers and the people on the girl’s side fought to keep 
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the girl in their possession. This issue has remained in children’s play. The girl will be the 

daughter of one of the abductors and the others will be the helpers, in reality, the guards 

of the wife are the helpers in this game and each of them guards the wife with equal 

efforts. In primitive societies, the abductor of the daughters and his accomplices all 

established sexual rights over the abductees. The man who initiated the abduction would 

be the daughter's husband. So from here, it is understood that everyone who guards the 

wife in the game has sexual interests. The girl is recognized as the wife of the player who 

can touch her when she runs away. 

 The ancient societal system of abducting daughters and establishing sexual rights 

over them finds a place in the modern civilized society as well. The kidnapper of the 

daughter is the groom. And his helpers turned out to be the bridegroom’s party. Once 

upon a time, the bridegroom’s party too had sexual rights over the newlywed bride. 

Gradually in a civilized society, it shrunk and was stopped. 

 This matter can be seen in the games ‘Bouchuri’ and ‘Bou tola’ too. 

Approximately fifteen to twenty feet apart two parallel spots are cut. There are two sides 

to the game at both ends of the line. In this game, the wife is represented by a piece of 

stone or a piece of clay. The wife is kept in a small room in the middle of the spots on the 

party of the wife’s side. The kidnapper tries to steal the wife by catching their breath and 

making the bride’s side more. In this game, the players on the bride’s side are very alert 

and as soon as the kidnapper touches them, they, in turn, touch the player catching his 

breath and make him more. The game ‘Boubasanti’ is different from the game 

‘Bouchuri’. In ‘Boubasanti’ the insider parties are the players on the daughter’s side and 

the outsider party tries to abduct the daughter. The daughter tries to flee back to her side. 

And in the game ‘Bouchuri’ the ones who provide their breath and pick up the bride are 
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the abductors. The game ‘Bouchuri’ has scenes of kidnapping daughters and the game 

‘Boubasanti’ that has scenes of fights between the two groups and the efforts in bringing 

the daughter back. The daughter’s side will guard the wife. The same social forms are 

found in the games ‘Bouchuri’ and ‘Boubasanti’, women are a symbol of the dignity of 

community life here. So if the other side touches the wife, the daughter, or the bride’s 

side can touch them back and make them more. In other words, he will go out of the 

game, which means that the one touching the daughter was killed. And in ‘Boubasanti’ 

the context of the kidnappers touching the wife does not happen to be a part of the game. 

However, there is a variety of this game depending upon the particular regions. 

‘Holi’ or ‘DolGame’ is the game of colours. In spring, ‘Holi’ is a well-known 

festival in our country. A religious cover has been made over the game of ‘Holi’ in 

association with the mythology of Radha Krishna. Nevertheless, ‘Holi’ is considered a 

traditional game. Nihar Ranjan Roy30 in his book ‘Bangalir Itihash’ has told about the 

game of Holi- This information is now very clear that in the past, Holi was the worship of 

the people of the agricultural society; the main part of it was the human sacrifice and 

sexual attitudinizing dance song festival for the sake of good and abundant grain 

production. At some point after that, human sacrifice was replaced by animal sacrifice, 

and offerings to sacred fires and yajna were incorporated. But the main festival that is 

associated with Holi is Basanta or Madan or Kamadeva's celebration, Radhakrishna’s 

Jhulan, and in some places about all sorts of tricks and jokes about an extremely stupid 

king. According to Jogesh Chandra Ray - Holi was not initially associated with the 

festival of lust and sexual urge, but later the festival of the arrival of spring and then even 

later the Madan festival got attached to it. According to Roy Mahasaya, the sprinkling of 

water in the syringes, mixed with colors, imitate the golden glow of the sun. Later, 

however, many did not accept this. The spring or the Madan festival got mixed with 
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‘Holi’. Many believe that the festival was centered on unrestricted sex and that the 

memory of it remains in the Holi game. Free sexual intercourse between different 

indigenous communities was rampant, especially centering on agricultural festivals in 

different seasons. This memory of the primitive society remains included in the game of 

‘Holi’.31 

 Red symbolizes women's menstruation in fertility-centric magic reforms. The 

main colors used in the game of Holi are red and green. According to psychologists, 

green is the symbol of youth and red is the symbol of desire. The syringe used in the 

game symbolizes the male genitalia and the ejected colour has been compared to the male 

semen. The red colour ejected from the syringes is said to indicate the mixed form of 

seminal and menstrual fluid. In this way, the game of ‘Holi’ vaguely portrays the picture 

of unchecked and unrestricted sexual activities of the people of the primitive times.32  

Pictures of the ancient history of human society can be found in traditional games. 

Society has changed with the passage of time. After the Stone Age came the Copper Age 

and the Iron Age- in society, human relations with people have changed. Different 

pictures of this change in society can be found in the games ‘Gollachhut’, ‘Ghani’. 

‘Gollachhut’ and ‘Ghani’ are the same games. In some areas, this game is called ‘Golla’. 

The players of the insider party are a ‘Golla’ each. They escape the enemy’s watchful 

eye. Holding each other’s hands, the players on the side of the insiders walk around in a 

circle with their feet in a circle or with their hands on a pole. If they get a chance, they 

touch the opponent player and make them ‘more’. Again, realizing the opportunity, he 

can escape the sight of his opponent and flee. If the opponent’s players touch them during 

the escape, and if they can return to the roundhouse with 3 jumps from the place where 

they were touched, then the players of the insider party lose their turn in the game. It is 

also seen somewhere that if a runaway player reaches the desired object situated at a fixed 
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distance or a room, then he can no longer be touched. In these games, there are hints of 

slavery in the ancient social system. The players on the ‘Gharati’ side are slaves and the 

‘Barti’ players are the guarding soldiers. Slavery was common in ancient society, and 

slaves fled whenever they could. If caught fleeing, the slave would be sentenced to death. 

Many times the slaves ran away and gathered the strength to rebel against the feudal lord. 

This cruel truth of history is believed to be hidden in this game. 

 The ‘Gharati’ players hold each other’s hands and move in a circle. This game 

also has elements of history in it. In the Indus Valley Civilization, there was a system of 

crushing grains. A circular place was made of bricks, in the middle of which was placed a 

mortar. The grains were poured and crushed in that circular place. Historians find traces 

of the civil system of threshing and crushing crops in the Indus Valley Civilization. 

Historians think that the work of turning the pestle was done by slaves. In ‘Gollachhut’, 

‘Ghani’ the small circle in which the players move their legs in a circular motion is a 

place to grind grain. And the pole or the tree that is caught somewhere is the torch of the 

pestle. The naming of the game ‘Ghani’ is an indication of an oilman’s grinder. 

Another special traditional game is ‘Pittu’. In Tripura, this game is called 

‘Silogball’ and ‘Satchara’ in some places. Players participate in the game divided into 

two teams or sides. Seven pieces of ‘chara’ are used in this game. Flat pieces of stones or 

broken pieces of earthen rice pots are used as ‘chara’. One side of the players arranges 

those pieces one on top of the other to form a column and opponents break the pillar by 

targeting a ball towards it. This time the pillar builders will try to rebuild the pillar by 

arranging the pieces one after the other again. And the opponents will throw the ball from 

a distance and try to make them ‘more’. If all the players can be made 'more', then the 

opponent team wins the game. And if the pillar builders can arrange the pieces, they win. 
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Pictures of archeological history can also be found in this game. In ancient times, the 

cities would be invaded by external enemies, looted, plundered, and destroyed.  

Historians differ in their opinions on how the Indus Valley Civilization was destroyed. 

However, the Indus Valley Civilization was a non-Aryan civilization. Historians believe 

that the Indus Valley Civilization collapsed as a result of the invasion of the Aryan 

people. In the eyes of the civilized Aryans, the non-Aryans were monsters, demons, and 

so on. Leading researcher Ashim Das has informed that,  

“The two sides of the Satchara game are Purandar and Dasyu. With this 

information, the picture of the death struggle of the citizens of the urban 

civilization with the Aryan language people of the Indus Valley becomes clear, 

and with the game comes the pursuit of ancient historical memory that spans four 

and a half thousand years.......” 

Purandar, that is, Indra destroys the pillar built by seven ‘charas’ in a thunderbolt. 

That ball in the hands of the players is Indra's lightning and the pillar builders are the non-

Aryans. When the ball touches the player who is trying to rebuild the pillar, the player 

becomes ‘more’. The houses of the Indus Valley Civilization were made of burnt or mud 

bricks. The broken pieces of earthenware are the bricks and the use of seven pieces means 

that the pillar or the gateway or city fort is seven story’s high. A changed morphology of 

this game can also be seen. In some places, the bandits are the ones throwing the ball. The 

fort or the pillar builders are Purandar, where it can be said that the Aryans started living 

in the city by rebuilding it and expelling the non-Aryans. And the expelled non-Aryans 

would try to rescue the lost city by attacking it whenever they got a chance.33 
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 Fig. 3.7. PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTED BY RESEARCHER 

Fig. 3.8. PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTED BY RESEARCHER 
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 Fig. 3.9. PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTED BY RESEARCHER 

 

In traditional games, one can encounter many different topics such as religion, 

magic, rituals, etc. Primitive people were afraid of various natural forces like storms, 

rains, thunderstorms, floods, fires, etc. and wanted to worship them and satisfy them with 

gifts. Thus gradually various magic-based reforms and religions were born and inculcated 

in the minds of the people. The earliest stage of religion magic contained magic reforms 

and man wanted to subdue the natural forces using it. From this, religion has gradually 

emerged. When people did not know science, the primitive form of science was nurtured 

in the reformation of magic.34 

 In the ancient society, various vows, rituals and magical reforms were prevalent. 

Among the customs of the vows, the magic reformations involve the desire for the 

fulfillment of those vows. There are also magic reforms in special religious rites. If 
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performed with full devotion, these vows can even make the impossible possible. One 

could acquire bountiful wealth and sons, the dead could be raised to life and lost things 

could be found again. Again, if one observes the vows without devotion, immense 

destruction of wealth and society is said to take place. The elders of the society, therefore, 

practiced the reforming rituals of magic with utmost devotion. Later they found a place in 

the child's play. Again, in fertility-centered rituals, magic reforms too predominate.35 

 Not only in our country but in all the traditional games that are prevalent in 

different societies of different countries of the world, the concept of magic, reforming 

rituals, religious rules, sins, and virtues can be found. Few games like ‘Golak Dham’, 

kite-flying or ‘Ghuri Orano’, chess or ‘Daba Game’, ‘Angti Game’, ‘Kada Game’, 

‘Dodhikada’, ‘Muharram er lathi Game’ and many more can be named. Many games are 

celebrated as specific religious or traditional rites- like the ones prevalent in the Hindu 

society, namely ‘Kada Game’, ‘Dodhikado Game’; ‘Muharram er lathi Game’ of the 

Muslim society is a part of their religion. These have become directly associated with 

religious significance. 

 The two special games of religious significance in Hindu society are the 

‘Golakdham’ and ‘Dashabatarer Tas’, Vaishnavism being associated with the game of 

‘Golakdham’. The word ‘Golakdham’ has got special significance in the era of prosperity 

of Vaishnavism. Golakdham is much higher than Vishnulok and Shivlok. Like chess, this 

game too has 64 squares. Similar to the game of chess, in place of kings and ministers, it 

has pawns of gods, ministers, etc. This game is played with cowry shells. Every house or 

square here is marked with the name of a pilgrimage place and again, there are names of 

some bad places too. Doing bad deeds is punishable. So if a player goes to a bad place, he 

has to come down as punishment. In the game of ‘Snake Ludo’, as in the case of Ludo’s 
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six, if he falls in the face of a snake, he has to come down, and if he falls in the face of a 

ladder, he has to go up. Thus the one who can reach the destination first wins. In the 

‘Golakdham’ game too, the one who can reach Golakdham earlier wins. The game deals 

with the difference between sins and virtues according to Hindu values and its inevitable 

consequences. Another game is ‘Dashabatarer Tas Game’. This almost forgotten game 

depicts the ten incarnations of Hinduism. For each incarnation, there are ten cards under 

one vizier. In total there are 120 court cards. There are traces of history hidden in it along 

with the concept of Hindu incarnation.36 

Fig 3.10. PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTED BY RESEARCHER 

 There are many more religious games like ‘Dadhikado’, which is also known as 

‘Dadhikardam’, on the occasion of Lord Krishna’s Janmashtami. It is a very popular 

game in the Rajbanshi society of North Bengal. The special and noteworthy feature of 
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this game is that it is played only once a year on the day after Lord Krishna’s 

Janmashtami, the playground is the temple premises. A high dam is made of mud and 

shaped like a tub. Then special pujas are held there and mainly men get involved in the 

game. The game is called ‘Dadhikado’ because it takes the shape of Dadhi in water 

and mud. Fruits used in this game such as coconuts, pumpkins, pommels are eaten at 

the end of the game and their seeds are planted. The housewives of the Rajbanshi 

society spread the seeds in the soil while the game goes on. It is believed that those 

seeds will bear good fruit. So even though it is a part of religion, this game has the use 

of fertility-related magic games. There is another such game on the occasion of God 

Madankam’s vow and worship. Madankam is Madandev.37  

 Fig 3.11. PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTED BY RESEARCHER 
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This game is a part of the marriage rituals in the Rajbanshi society. Red cloth is 

wrapped around several long bamboo sticks with a fly-whisk tied to each of its ends 

having betel nuts and mango leaves. After worshiping the sticks, the men take them 

out in procession. Walking on the way to the village, the procession goes from house 

to house. On this occasion, in some places, Harparbati dance is done. Somewhere on 

this occasion, Harparbati dance is done. These bamboo sticks are Madan deities. 

Dadhimanthan is the reminiscence of Samudramanthan. Another form of the game 

‘Dadhikado’ is seen in the rural areas of Coochbehar district. It is known as ‘Mathan 

Game’ or ‘Narkel Game’. Here seven ponds are cut and some fruits are arranged 

specially, Coconut being in the middle. The coconut may be a representation of a 

woman’s womb. The kirtaniya, that is, the chanter of the hymns circle the pond seven 

times and then the game starts. Here the reference of seven memorable encircling of 

marriage can be considered. And after that ‘Mathan’, that is, the sexual activities.  The 

winning party gives the coconut to Balgopal as an offering. Here it is indicated that 

only after sexual activities Balgopal appears. Note that those who are mentally 

dedicated sacrifice the first coconut of the tree and the benefits of that coconut tree or 

scattered seeds will bear good fruit. So it also has fertility-centric magic reforms. 

In ‘Penti Game’ the enacting of agricultural work is done with plow and yoke 

stick and at the end, Indradev's flag worship is held. The game is completely male-

centric. In the ‘Athaipathai’ initiation, bushes of Binna grass are set and in those, 

‘Penti’ or the pasture stick for cows are worshipped. Although women are novices in 

this vow, the shepherd boy is the priest. Such worship desires to bear children and lead 

a healthy life. Moreover, ‘Garshibrata’, ‘Madankaam er brata’, ‘Hudumchukar brata’ 

‘Kulo namanor brata’ are all fertility centric. ‘Penti Game’ is male-centered and its 

appeal is to invoke the rains. Hence there is no doubt that penti symbolizes the male 
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body parts. And there is an ancient notion regarding the relation between rainfall and 

male ejaculation. In ‘Baanshpujar Game’ or Madan Kaa’s game of Baanshpuja, it is 

needless to say what the stick stands for. During the game, physical activity is shown 

while performing agricultural activities. This includes the features of Linga worship in 

Hindu society.38 

Few more games celebrated as part of marriage rituals are- ‘Kada Game’, ‘Kori 

Game’ or ‘Angti Game’, ‘Ghurni Game’ etc. In some communities in Kanthi 

subdivision and adjoining areas of Midnapore district of West Bengal, mud games or 

‘Kada Game’ is held as part of marriage. In a pond near the house, the groom’s nut-

cracker is hidden in the mud. Now the newlyweds have to find that nut-cracker. If the 

bride finds that betel nut-cracker, then according to popular belief, the bride must be an 

intelligent and obedient girl. And when the groom finds it, both the husband and wife 

are appreciated. During the marriage rituals of East Bengal, ‘Ghurni Game’ is held 

between the bride and the groom in the bridal chamber on the first day of their 

marriage. In a clay pot filled with water, a small portion of the Indian cork is taken 

from both the bride and groom’s diadem and put into the water. Then both the groom 

and the bride take turns seven times each and create a whirl in the water. If the water 

vortex stops and the two pieces of Indian cork come together, it is assumed that the 

bride and groom will have similar mindsets. However, according to the principle of 

rotation, the objects in the whirling water are usually combined. On the second day of 

marriage, ‘Cowry Game’ or ‘Angti Game’ is held between the bride and the groom. A 

small pond is cut, and water is poured into it, and the game is held by placing the bride 

and groom side by side by the edges of the pond. Materials of the game include the 

rings of the bride and groom, cowries, betel nuts, hog plum, etc. Once the groom, then 

the bride will throw those ingredients in a pond seven times one after the other. This 
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time all the materials have to be found and gathered together, and if the groom picks 

them up more times, then according to folklore, his impact would be greater in their 

conjugal life, and if the bride picks those ingredients more number times, then she will 

have a greater impact. Moreover, the special shape of the rings, betel nuts, hog plums, 

and cowries are believed to be influenced by fertility magic reforms. In ‘Cowry 

Game’39 and ‘Angti Game’, it can be seen in some areas that the ring or the cowries are 

kept hidden in a rice pot or wicker-basket. Again, in the Rajbanshi society, the 

‘Guwophata’ game is another part of their marriage rituals. It is seen that the married 

woman, with joking spirits, hands a broken betel nut to the bride and a full nut to the 

groom for him to break it and sometimes place a brinjal in the groom’s hand. The 

groom, however, bursts open the betel nut with great ease.  Now the question is, is the 

bride handed the broken betel nut just for the sake of jest? Maybe the sizes and shapes 

of cowry shells, broken betel nuts, whole betel nuts, and brinjals are related to sexual 

aspects. Otherwise, why would the women present make such jokes that go beyond the 

bounds of decency? Maybe all these rituals are celebrated to make the relationship 

between the brides and groom easier, which indicative of their sex life. 

 Most of the states in India celebrate Naba Barsha or the 1st day of the year from 

1st Baishak. So even among the Rajbanshis, we find celebrating and welcoming the 

New Year through religious festivals. The very common one is to worship basil plants. 

An earthen paramour with a hole at the bottom and a jute wick passing through it is 

ceased over the basil plant from a bamboo frame. U is filled with water that drops on 

the plant through the wick. The pitcher is used to pour water all through the year but 

the regular watering is followed by a ceremony called Silua. This is followed by 

Spraying collared water and even a lamp of mud at each other like Dol or Holi. 
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    Bhedi khell songs are started from the Silua day. The month of Baishakhi 

starts with silua and banmaro (offering seva with bamboo basket and song) on the first 

day, and the whole month is a spout on bhedi Game (Teesta Buri Puja) and on the last 

day of the month, the puja ends with ‘Dzat-Sinani’.40 

 Fig 3.4. PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTED BY RESEARCHER 

 Bhedei Game more is religious functions that nearly play. It is the worship of 

the river Teesta – called Teesta Buri or Mechini. The Mechini has been derived from 

the Mechini the early settler before the Rajbanshi in the region. Teesta is considering a 

sacred river like Ganga in Baushakh. The snowmelt of the level of Teesta raises which 

according to the people mingling of heavenly water with the Teesta River. So Teesta is 

most sacred at that time being the seasons of prior moonson. The prayer offered river 

Teesta to protect and save this land from the flood. The women can only take part in 

the Teesta Buri puja. A bamboo basket (Sadzi) is wrapped in red cloth and placed on 
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the crossing of a road. Under an open umbrella, Teesta buri now worships with flowers 

and vermilion without any intention. The basket is then taken to the house of maroani 

to keep it at bastu ghar or under the basil plant, water on the following game women 

goes out singing and dancing and collecting subscriptions after the worship by priest 

Deodha. Flowers are throwing into the water and then worship the basket Capt. for the 

next year nicely. It is different from the opinion about the object of the puja. 

According to the slam, the object is to puja prevents small crops and according to 

others. Puja is performed on the function on road, intending to keep revel away. 

Some more games involved with religious reforms are the ones prevalent in the 

Rajbanshi society, namely ‘Gainath Game’, ‘Chor-chunni’, ‘Chor-chor’, ‘Teestaburir 

khel’, and ‘Muharram er lathi Game’ of the Muslim society. The ‘Kang Game’ of 

Bishnupriya Manipuri society is especially popular. These are celebrated as part of 

religion. These include magic reforms and rituals. In Rajbanshi society, the game of 

Teestaburi is a part of the rituals of the initiation of Teestaburi. The river Teesta is the 

goddess of all rivers. The girls of the Rajbangshi society play this game in the month 

of Baishakh. The game lasts for a whole month and special puja is held on the last day. 

Arranging an umbrella, the group leader or Marwani walks around the village with her 

group singing and dancing. The purpose of the game is the desire for good rainfall and 

harvested crops. ‘Gainath Game’ is held on the day of Nastachandra in the month of 

Bhadra. Gainath is another name of Gorakkhnath. Nastachandra is played in many 

places. On that date, the player destroys the belongings of the house owner at night but 

the householder is not dissatisfied with this because this waste and destruction are for 

good and his welfare and benefit. In ‘Gainath Game’ the players at night form groups 

and visit each household with a thick stick in everyone's hands They knock the sticks 

on the ground and sing to the beat, collecting something from the householder. And if 
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any householder does not wake up, some of his belongings are destroyed or stolen. 

The next day the players have a picnic with all the collected materials.41 

‘Chor-Chor’ and ‘Chor-Chunni’ Games are held in the month of Kartik on the 

day after Kali puja during Amavasya or no moon night. ‘Chor-chor’ is a game for kids 

while ‘Chor-Chunni’ is a game for grown-ups. Little children paint their faces and 

dress like thieves. They rant ‘Chor-Chor’ and appear at households and collect alms. 

In the game ‘Chor-Chunni’ one of the players gets dressed as a ‘chor’ and another one 

as ‘Chunni’. Then the group goes to the house of the householders, play music, dance 

and collect some alms. On the next day of the game, they organize a picnic with all 

those collected materials. According to folklore, this day is an auspicious day for 

thieves and robbers to make a profit. The dacoits, after performing Kali puja that day 

go out to rob and the thieves go out to steal. If they can steal that day, then they would 

be well-off all year round. 

From ancient times, people imagined and believed in the existence of an 

invisible force behind all activities. If the power was good, then he prayed for well-

being and prosperity, and if the power was bad, he then wanted to prevent it from 

harming people. In the realm of nature, ghosts, demons, monsters, and things about 

evil energy have smooth and fluent frequenting. People have performed various rituals 

to exorcise and get rid of such evil forces. Thrilled were the kids at such things, and so 

those rituals have become a part of traditional games. Traditional games are now held 

on the dates on which those rituals were performed. 

Whatever be the meaning of playing with fire, the various types of games 

played with fire in our society are magical reforming traditional games. People have 

learned to use fire not only to burn raw meat but also because they have seen wild 
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animals flee in fear of wildfires. In this way, in self-defense, people learned to resist 

the attacks of wild animals by lighting fires around caves. That is why fire and light 

are used to chase away evil energy. The method of conveying the yajna to the gods by 

sacrificing it in fire by Tantra mantra was created by magic reforms. Fire is the symbol 

of purity. As gold is freed from its alloys by burning in the fire, so fire purifies 

everything by burning it down. This was the reason behind Sita’s Agnipariksha in 

Ramayana. If Sita is a chaste and virtuous wife, then the fire would not be able to burn 

her down, because, in front of chaste women, fire loses its vigor and turns into a 

soothing sensation. Not only in North Bengal but also in different parts of India, 

people use lights and fireworks for merrymaking and celebrating festivals. In ancient 

times, fireworks were used mainly to ward off evil spirits and demons. In the realm of 

nature, as negative and evil energies have unrestricted frequenting, hence fire is used 

to ward them off. Especially on Krishna Chaturdashi in the month of Kartik and on the 

day of Kali Puja, lamps are lit and fireworks are burnt. Krishna Chaturdashi is 

celebrated as Bhutachaturdashi. On that day fourteen lamps are given, that is, fourteen 

lamps are lit. On the day of Kali Puja, lights and sounds are used to drive away ghosts 

and demons from human society. The festival of light, Diwali, is celebrated for the 

initiation of magic, no matter what the custom is. 

Goddess Kalika is the goddess of witches, monsters, demons, ghosts, and 

spirits; so on the day of Kali puja, the infestation and nuisance of ghosts are more. So 

to keep away ghosts, fires are kept burning somewhere throughout the month of Kartik 

from that day to a month. Sky lamps are lit. On this day in the rural areas of Dinajpur 

district of Rajshahi, the boys play and become engrossed in a special game with fire. 

This game is known as the ‘Bhuta Game’42. The game is held by going about the 

village streets by making torches with a bunch of jute sticks bound together. ‘Bhuta’ is 
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burnt in areas like Maimansingha, Dhaka, Faridpur, and Barishal, and this is called 

‘Alodalo’ in Murshidabad. Again in areas of Bagura, this game is known as ‘Bhut 

khedano’. It is also known by the name ‘Hokahoki’.  On that day a statue of a man is 

made of straws and dried jute leaves, mustard, and insects are put on his head, chest, 

and burnt. The boys run around with the idol and at the end, the half-burnt idol is 

buried and made to stand on a stick in the field. Some boys and girls follow him 

beating the back of a winnowing fan. Then they keep ranting: 

“Bhala aire bura jay 

Masha machir mukh pora jay 

Doe doe doe” 

 In some areas, on the morning of the day after Kali Puja, small children keep 

beating the winnowing fans with ‘Tekatha’ and keep roaming all over the house and say: 

“Masha gello kheta alla diyabati hoo hoo”  With that the winnowing fan is supported on 

the triangular wooden frame and kept in the outhouse. The winnowing fan is brought 

back home in the evening time. The purpose of all this is to ward off ghosts and demons. 

On the occasion of ‘Bhula porano, ‘bhula’, that is, the face of the demon is burnt, and the 

faces of the mosquitoes and flies are burnt. On the occasions of ‘Aalo-daalo’, ‘Bhut 

khedano, ‘Hokahoki’, only idols are not burnt, it is like the game of ‘BhutaGame’. In 

‘Hokahoki’, burning jute sticks are thrown towards the sky, and fires are lit in jute sticks 

and buried in the middle of the field. There is no doubt that its purpose is to do away with 

insects in the field. To get rid of this evil energy, one has to enter the house by warming 

one's hands and feet in the fire after returning from the crematorium. Coal fires are kept in 

the lying-in room and lights are kept on all night in the bridal chamber. While walking in 
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the dark, if one has a light in his hand, that light will not only show the way but will also 

increase the guts of the person, because demons and evil spirits are afraid of fire.43 

Ceremonies by lighting lamps are seen in different parts of North Bengal on the 

day of Kali Puja. Usually, earthen lamps are lit, but now burnt earthen lamps or candles 

are also lit. On this day lamps are lit almost everywhere in the house. Lighting 

arrangements are made in agricultural lands. The ends of three jute sticks, of usually the 

same length, are tied together and formed a ‘Tekathi’ or ‘Tekatha’. The three sticks 

spread on the other and on top of that burning lamps are placed on the agricultural fields. 

Because it is more likely to kill insects. Again, lamps are lit on the same Tekathi to give 

light to the dead souls and ancestors. In some areas, boats are made from the tops of 

banana trees and lamps are lit on them and are left to float in rivers or ponds. The 

memory of the journey to Devlok, the abode of the Gods, with the body of the deceased 

Lakshindar may be involved in this incident. The jute sticks used in Tekathi for lighting 

lamps are considered to have medicinal properties. The smoke that is emitted has its uses 

in quack remedies. The oil of the extinguished lamp is applied to the skin the next day to 

protect it from the attack of evil forces like scabies and itching.44 

 Firecrackers are burnt and sounds are made to chase away those animals like 

snakes, which have no eyesight or hearing abilities. The burning of Ravana’s idol in 

Dussehra is for the same reason. This is the modern version of burning life-size effigies of 

a person made of Kush grass or other materials.  At present, effigies of different leaders 

of the country are often burnt for the same reason. 

 Such a magic reform is prevalent in the Rajbanshi society of North Bengal. This 

sacrament is usually celebrated on the day of Kojagari Lakshmi Puja. On this day, jute 

fibers are dipped in ghee and wrapped on the head of the jute sticks, and the fire is lit in it 
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and the jute sticks are buried in the paddy field in intervals. In some areas, it is called 

giving ‘Lakhidak’. During this time the children begin to recite a rhyme! 

“Sagare dhan tonayamoneya 

Hamare dhan sidhay sona” 

Even if its purpose is to ward off evil spirits, but the objective is to do away with the 

worms and insects of the fields. 

 Such a reform is seen to be celebrated on the day before Dol Purnima and this is 

‘Burir ghor porano’, or ‘Nera-pora’, or ‘Bhera-pora’. In some regions, it is known as 

‘Bherarghor-pora’. In some places, this ceremony is celebrated on the eve of Kali Puja. 

This special reform is usually celebrated by setting fire to piles of bamboo, straw, and 

garbage in the field. In some areas, huts are built and special pujas are performed and then 

according to the convention, a fire is lit in the house after having a feast or a picnic.  

 These rituals are celebrated so that demons and evil spirits do not harm human life 

and crops. And with it comes the mentality to control the harmful symptoms of 

destruction of crops by insects and pests. There is no doubt that magical reforms are 

involved in people's daily lives and economic purposes. There is no doubt that magical 

reforms are involved in people's daily lives and economic purposes. The plays of light- 

‘Bhuta Game’, ‘Bhut khedano’, ‘Bhula porani’, ‘Lokhidak dewa’, ‘Alodalo’, ‘Hokahoki’, 

‘Mera porano’ or ‘Bherarghor porano’ etc traditional games are mainly magical 

remedial games to the get rid of insects, worms and reptiles. Just like demons and spirits, 

they are harmful to life and crops, which is why such initiation games are held to ward 

them off. It should be noted that the rhymes used in all these games also have words that 

are opposing to evil forces or their destructive power.45 
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 Another game with religious influence is ‘Sitaharan’ game or ‘Sita Churi’ game. 

The transformation of the Ramayana story can be seen in this game. This game there are 

two sides, one of Ram and the other of Ravana. Two circular houses are drawn in the 

field, one with Sita and the other with Ramchandra’s supporters. The people on Ravana’s 

side guards Sita. The ‘Sitaharan’ game is a religious version of the games ‘Bou-basanti’ 

or ‘Bouchi’. The players on Ramachandra’s side hold their breath and try to rescue Sita 

by making the players on Ravana’s side ‘more’. Another game is ‘Sita-Ramer Game’. But 

the ‘Sita-Ramer Game’ is not the game of Sitaharan. In the Muslim society, the name of 

this game is ‘Chhatur’ game. In other words, both Hindus and Muslims have adapted and 

transfigured the game according to their own religious beliefs. There is a checkerboard 

with sixteen squares, just like a chessboard. The cells are marked by letters 0, ক, ক, ক, ক, 

etc. This time the player who is interested in knowing his destiny will close his eyes and 

put his finger in a grid, and what is in that grid's destiny is told through a rhyme. In the 

‘Bangla Loksanskritir Biswakosh’, it is written about this game as- “Due to the 

uncertainty in the social life of Bengal after the Turkish invasion, people lost a lot of self-

reliance and became dependent on fate. It is those frustrations of a volatile society that 

are caught up in these games and games.” The game associated with religious reform in 

Muslim society is the game of sticks in Muharram. In the lonesome plains of Karbala, the 

Ajid army had brutally killed Imam Hussein’s army. Muharram is a religious ritual 

intertwined with the memory of this event. On this day a procession goes out with sticks 

and swords. Participants display and boast of heroism with sticks and swords in their 

hands. The desire is to destroy the evil forces. In some parts of the state of Tripura, two-

sided games as ‘Ha-du-du’ are held. By marking a boundary between the open fields, the 

army of Ajid is on one side and the army of Imam Hussain is on the other side.  A make-

believe war with sticks and swords goes on between the two sides. The events of history 
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are reflected here and Imam Hussain's side gets defeated by Ajid's side. It is noteworthy 

that while men participate in this game in the open field, girls participate and get 

engrossed in it in their inner cities for women.46 

Among the traditional games, various diversified pictures of group life can be 

found. Man, a social creature, made various provisions to maintain social order and 

discipline. With the creation of the provision, it was seen that there also was a tendency to 

violate it. And that's why he thought of punishing violators as soon as he made social 

rules. The system of justice and punishment has therefore been reflected in traditional 

games.  

Images of ancient judgments and punishments are reflected in children’s plays. It 

is seen in games like ‘Aagdom-Bagdom, ‘Iski-Miski’, ‘Iti-Miti’, ‘Aatul-Baatul’, ‘Ikir-

Mikir’ etc. These games are played by young children by sitting at home. Participating 

players sit in a circle and one of the team leaders recites rhymes, sometimes touching the 

knees, sometimes touching the ground with the outstretched hand, or touching the fingers. 

The hand or finger or knee of the hand where the rhyme ends is bent. Proceeding in this 

manner, at the end the player who will still have an outstretched palm of his hand, will get 

hit by the leader of the game on his hand or back. And it is this hitting that would serve as 

his punishment.47 

 Not only in such games but some games such punitive measures are seen in case 

of selection of ‘chor’, that is, thief or ‘buri’, that is, an old woman. Like the method of 

‘Ubudash’. In this method, the ‘chor’, that is, the thief of the game is selected. In the 

game ‘Dash-kosh’ too, the thief is chosen. The games ‘Ubudash’ and ‘Dashkosh’ are 

called the beginning games of any game. In the ubudash method, the players stand in a 

circle and the leader of the game, after pointing at ‘ubu’ or upwards, will count from ten 

to one hundred by touching each of their bodies. Whichever player gets labeled 100th at 
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the end of the counting will go out of the circle, that is, will be proved innocent. And 

whoever stays, in the end, will be made the ‘chor’ or thief, and his punishment will be to 

enact the role of a thief in the game. Crocodiles or ‘kumir’ may be selected in this way in 

the ‘Kumir-kumir’ game. Ancient literature shows that the gods often cursed the 

perpetrator to be born as animals. Then is being born as a crocodile in the ‘Kumir-kumir’ 

game a punishment for this crime? It is also seen in the game of ‘Dash-kosh’ that the 

players sit or stand in a circle, catch each other's hand and swing them while reciting- 

‘Dash, kosh, singara, bulbul, maddan’; At the end of this saying, everyone puts their 

fingers on the ground as they wish. The announcer touches everyone's finger again and 

says the same thing. If the player's previous announcement matches the current one, then 

he will be proved innocent. And the one who will be left at the end of it all is the criminal. 

His punishment will be to receive blows with clenched fists. Everyone will hit with their 

clenched fists on that player’s hand laid on the ground. 

 Among the words used in the game ‘Dash-kosh’48, there are ancient criminal 

justice and punishment systems. Researcher Asim Das has said-  

“In this game, ‘Dash, kosh, singara, bulbul, maddan’- these words are 

very important. Our idea is that some of the technical terminologies of the ancient 

judiciary has undergone such a transformation in the hands of the village boys.” 

Dr. Das has rationally established his claim by analyzing every word.49 

 The game named ‘Rakhal Raja’ or the Shepherd King has seen a change in the old 

system of justice. The players choose a king. According to his instructions, the minister 

and the commander-in-chief were elected and the other players had the role of common 

traditional subjects. Occasionally, there are scenes of war between the king and the 

courtiers with the subjects. Probably the picture of the rebellion of subjects is hidden here. 
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In this game, the ancient village chief is seen in the judge's gathering as the associate or 

servant of the minister, commander-in-chief, or the king. In ancient and medieval times, 

small and big zamindars or any powerful person used to take up or accept the title of king. 

Moreover, the team leader is seen as the king in many games. From the Mauryan period 

onwards, village chiefs appointed by the king used to collect taxes. They had co-workers 

too. These village chiefs often enjoyed kingly powers. These were the ones who protected 

the subjects from any danger or the invaders. 

Fig.3.12. Photograph collected by the researcher 

The ‘Kanamachhi’ game is an extremely popular one. This game is popular in 

different countries of the world. The western version of this game is called ‘Blind bee’. In 

this game, the person playing ‘chor’ or thief is blindfolded with a piece of cloth, he is 

Kanamachhi. The other players start teasing him by pushing him gently. And if 
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‘Kanamachhi’ catches someone and can name him, his punishment is over, and whoever 

is caught will be the ‘Kanamachhi’. During the game, the players will recite rhymes while 

annoying the ‘Kanamachhi’- ‘kanamachi bho bho jake pabi take chho’and the 

‘Kanamachhi’ will also recite, ‘Ani mani janina porer chelemani nani na’. 

In this game, sociologists have found various aspects of ancient society in 

different ways. There are various reforms of people hidden in this game. According to 

psychologists, the subconscious mind of ordinary people has a kind of fear about the 

physically handicapped. There was such a reform that if a blind person touches someone, 

he will also become blind. In the minds of primitive people, such a tactile magic reform 

was operative. If a thief touches someone, then that person transforming into a thief was 

considered a consequence of tactical magic. Moreover, the experience of getting chased 

by bees as a result of collecting honey in the forest or after throwing stones at bees by a 

naughty boy may be considered to be similar to this game. The western version of this 

game also bears a striking resemblance to this native game of ours. The rhyme of the 

western version is similar to the rhyme used in the ‘Kanamachhi’ game. The rhyme is- 

‘Ini mini mina moo kach the nigar bay the toe’ just as the fear of the physically 

challenged, the game in the Western version is the shower of hatred on the ‘Nigar’ or 

Negroes. The so-called lower castes were hated in the ancient society of India. Negroes 

are hated or despised in Western society. So even if they can’t be touched with the hands, 

there is no harm in touching them with the ‘toe’ or feet. Traditionalist Pallab Sengupta 

talks about the Kanamachhi game as-  

“There is no doubt that society is a perfect portrayal of the man. The 

revelation of primitive forest life was most probably in the games of that country 
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as well. But in the changing socio-economic way of life, it was transformed 

externally, although its infrastructure has not changed much.”50 

 Some people wanted to discover the connection between the punishment system 

of the society and the game of ‘Kanamachhi’. People of the lower caste were physically 

tortured. In the scriptures, the four castes of Vedic society are created from four places of 

the body. Thus in the case of the provision of corporal punishment also different organs 

of different castes were specified. Suresh Chandra Bandyopadhyay, in the book ‘Prachin 

Bharater Aparadhtatwa o Joun Vigyan’, has said, ‘In the case of physical punishment, 

different organs have been assigned to different castes. The following body-parts of 

Kshatriya, Vaishya, and Shudras are tortured- private parts, tummy, tongue, hands, legs, 

eyes, ears, and all over. ‘Kanamachhi’, or the blind, in the game of ‘Kanamachi’ can be 

considered as a criminal whose eyes have been uprooted, and not only was the offender 

punished with his eyes being taken out, but the punishers also made fun of him.51 

 Ashraf Siddiqui thinks the game was influenced by the ancient ghost worship 

giant culture or the demon cult. Distinguished scholar S. C. Mitra has said-  

“A theory has been recently proposed to the effect that the number of games 

played by children is survivals of demon worship. I have already demonstrated 

that the origin of several of North Indian children's games may be explained by 

this theory.”  

This game has resemblances to games like Germany'sBlind cow’, ‘Blind man’s Bluff’ of 

the French, ‘Blind goat’ of the Dutch, and ‘Aankhmandan’ of the Munda community. S. 

C. Mitra believes that this game is a special observance held during the ghost worship of 

the primitive nations of the past. 
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 Another game that can be talked about with the game of ‘Kanamachhi’ is 

‘Laengcha’. In this game, the ‘chor’ or the thief tries to touch the other players by 

jumping on one leg. The name of the game in English is ‘Lame man’, which means that 

this game is also popular in the West. There is a history of cutting off the hands and feet 

of criminals or slaves and punishing them. The same can be said about 

children'sBostadour’, ‘Baengdour’ games which are imitations of the punitive practices 

of ancient society. These games have lost their spontaneity because physical pain is more 

than pleasure in these games. As a result, they are not held with much frolic and are 

sometimes organized as the events of a school’s annual games competition. In these 

games, the hand or legs of two players are tied together, and sometimes the legs of two 

players are tied together. In that situation, the players have to reach the target, touch it and 

come back. Punishment by releasing a slave or criminal by mutilation or handcuffing was 

practiced throughout history. 

 This punitive mechanism can be found even in the discussions of the game 

‘Tikalal’. The players will come out of their house and slap the thief in the buttocks. In 

this case, if the thief can touch the player, then that player will become a thief. The word 

‘tika’ means ‘pacha’ or buttocks to the Rajbanshi communities of North Bengal. Hence, 

delivering punishments by slapping the buttocks wasn’t something new in primitive 

society, but mass beatings of criminals are not uncommon this day as well. Similarly, 

playing ‘Gutummari’ or ‘Ultabaaji’ seems to be a punitive game for the criminals.  

Multiple trends in the history of society are observed in traditional games. Not 

only archeological heritage, ethnographic history, but also the ancient, medieval, and 

even recent history of human society can be traced back to folklore. Then we will discuss 
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some of the traditional games in which the various trends of ancient, medieval, and recent 

history are revealed. 

‘Upenty Bioscope’ is a very popular game, especially for girls. This game has 

different names in different parts of Bangladesh. Somewhere the name of this game is 

‘Upanty Bioscope’52, the name of this game in Murshidabad is ‘Icecoom Byescoom’, in 

some regions the name of this game is ‘Garam Muri’. In Tripura, the name of this game 

is ‘Entus Bentus’. The last part of this game is held as a standalone game and has a 

different name too. In some places, it is named ‘Sonar tuki’, ‘Sindur tuki’ or ‘Sindur 

tokatuki’ or ‘Sindur tikoli’ in some other place. In the Kanthi subdivision in the southwest 

coastal region of Midnapore district, this portion is known as ‘Hargor’ or ‘Heltel-Beltel’ 

or ‘Jelemachh’ game. A slight difference can be noticed in these games 

 

Fig.3.14. Photograph collected by the researcher 
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So for researchers have discussed some of the popular games played here in North 

Bengal. These games will reveal the very culture and nature and tradition of North 

Bengal. The popular habits surrounding nature and simple means to enjoy pleasure at a 

time of leisure. However, this is perhaps no enough for my purpose as I intend to focus on 

how such simple things help the rustics to maintain physical ability, develop confidence, 

and co-operation. It is because such games can avoid the most popular critical diseases 

like blood pressure, diabetes, obesity, etc. 

The researcher’s discussion will highlight how the above physical fit would help 

the modern man, especially children to retain health both physically and mentally. Such 

traditional games once contributed to developing mutual understanding and a sense of 

fraternity, self-pride, and self-defense. The absence of which now devouring many vital 

qualities of men and made him subject to more complicated and integrated problems- the 

vices of a technically developed society.53 Now Researcher wishes to concentrate 

especially to focus on the culture and tradition of Rajbangsi as reflected in the games 

played by the children in this North Bengal region. These games are as follows- 

The Rajbanshis of North Bengal is engaged with many sports and games. More 

importantly, they recite interesting poems in sports time. With the least meaning, these 

songs have been prepared for the child’s enjoyment.   

 Several indoor games are played; the adults also take part in these games. One 

such is Chokor Chal Game, a game of skill. It is played with eight and a half gonda that is 

34 cowries on each side. Two sides use cowries of different sizes and colours. Nowadays, 

cowrie's are rarely found; the game is played with dry tamarind seeds by one side and dry 

gourd seeds on the other. The court is a complicated drawing. This is as follows: 
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Fig. 3.15. Source: The Sketch collected by the book of Rajbanshis of North Bengal by C.C 

Sanyal    

 Each side puts a lisp symbol on any cross of the lines, and both sides go on putting the 

symbols, whenever a symbol of one party is put in front cross of the symbol of the 

other party with no strength (his symbol) at the back, The opposite party goes 

overhead to the other turning and the symbol in front is ‘eaten up’. Thus goes on the 

game till all the symbols in hand are placed on the court. No. 2 symbols of one party 

are placed in front of the No. 1 symbol of the other party. There being no symbol 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.16. Source: The Sketch collected by the book of Rajbanshis of North Bengal by C.C 

Sanyal 
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of No. 2 parties at 1(a, No. 1 goes overhead to 1 (a) position, and No. 2 is “eaten up”. 

Whereas No. 2 has another No. 2. at the back; it can't be "eaten". The symbols should 

move along the lines.  

 When all symbols except those eaten up are placed on the court, the symbols of 

both sides are moved along the lines by the respective parties. If all the symbols of any 

party are “eaten up” by the other party, the “eating party” wins, or when one party moves 

his signs in such a way that the opposition party has no place to move his signs, the latter 

party loses this game; it is a skill game and sometimes takes hours to complete it appears 

to be a kind of “chess” game 

 

Fig. 3.17. Source: The Sketch collected by the book of Rajbanshis of North Bengal by C.C 

Sanyal 

 Dorkheln or Dhai game, It is just like a ha-du-du game of South Bengal. This 

game is enjoyed both by young boys and men, it can be played in an open field, A 

minimum field of 75' x 36' is enough for a six-a-side game. The game may be eight, ten, 

or twelve-a-side, and the field may be winded consequently. A line is pulled through the 

center of the field, horizontally distributing it into two halves. The Players stay on each 
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side of the middle line; It is then decided by agreement or by toss as to which side would 

begin the play. Any one member of the starting party stands on the Central line and enters 

into the opponent's territory by shouting a slogan. The players of the opponent party move 

behind, allowing him space to enter deeply into their territory. He must start and finish 

that comes back to his court in one breath. If he can touch any or more members of the 

opposition party and come back safely to his court, the members touched are 'dead' and 

go out of the field. But if he is caught in the opponent's territory and held there until he 

takes a second breath, he is 'dead' and goes out of the field. As soon as a member of a 

party is ‘dead’, the senior-most dead' member of the opponent party becomes 'alive and 

joins his party to take part in the game. In this way, when all the members of one party 

are ‘dead’, the other party wins. This is the simple play of skill and strength. Sometimes 

‘dor Game’ tournaments are held with many parties taking part and attracting a large 

crowd of visitors. Unfortunately, this play is falling into disuse, probably due to the 

impact of a new civilization and the introduction of other games. Hereunder are stated a 

few slogans which the writer could collect from the innermost villages of Jalpaiguri and 

Cooch- Behar districts. The slogan or cry is called ‘Dhai’. 

1. Chire dhai Tseng magulai, tsander gore dhul dhulai— 

dhul dhulaite rnannu dhai dekhanuku mare bhai — 

[He repeats 'mare bhai, mar-e bhai' till he comes back to his court or till he is out of 

breath.] 

2. ‘Khotsa’ kore tan tan tsokhute nagi-oe han —He repeats ‘nagi-be han’. 

3. Chir chir chir chilani dake, haria konat bagh dake—He repeats ‘bagh dak-e’. 

4. Athia Kolor thop, thop-ke marim tok— he repeats ‘marirn tok’ or ‘thop-ke marim 

tok*. 

5. Kala kotsur atha, dekhibo tor tamasa—He repeats ‘tor tamasa’. 
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6. Kala kotsu lohar dang, komor bhiria ban -He repeats ‘bhiria ban’. 

7. Etak nori betak nori, uan tsilka sonar nori—He repeats the last part ‘tsan tsilka 

sonar nori. 

8. Eltuku beltuku dekhimo tor, bap mao keto boro kheltuku -He repeats ‘kheltuku. 

9. Elore belo phul tulibar gelo — pluler mathot goma sap phoppea uthilo- He repeats 

‘phoppea uthilo’. 

The characteristic of players is as follows:- 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.18. Source: The Sketch collected by the book of Rajbanshis of North Bengal by C.C 

Sanyal 

 In most cases the boundary lines are imaginary. The lines are marked only in 

case of competitive tournaments. If any player of ‘B’ can touch any player of ‘A’ within 

the area of ‘A, in one breath, carry on the cry; and return to area ‘B’ then the player so 

touched is ‘dead’. If any player of ‘B’ is caught by the players of ‘A’ within the area of 

‘A’ and retained their till he takes a second Breath, then he is ‘dead’. 
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Fig. 3.19. Source: The Sketch collected by the book of Rajbanshis of North Bengal by C.C 

Sanyal 

 Bhuri Bhusa Game is also known as ‘Buri Choa kheIa’ as North Bengal. This is 

a game commonly enjoyed by boys, and sometimes adults also take part in the game. The 

disposition of the players is as above – Buribhusa Game is also known as Buri Choa 

Game. The game is played six aside. One boy or players becomes the Buri and sits at a 

fixed place, and the members of his side stand around him, touching his head. The game 

starts with a try while chasing towards to goal, which is a line about 30 cubits away from 

the Buri. If he can touch a participant of the opposite party in one breath and reach the 

goal, the member so touched is ‘dead’ and goes out of the field, and if anyone dead would 

get a chance to revive. As the game goes on Buri waits for a chance to go goal untouched. 

If Buri is a touch game is lost for the party. There are two parties. Usually, it is a six-a-

side game. Anyone boy becomes the Buri and sits at a fixed place, and the members of 

his side stand around him, touching his head. The other party stands in a semi-circle at a 

distance covering the goal; the goal is a line about thirty cubits away from the Buri. A 

player of bun's side starts with the usual cry as in Dor Game and approaches unto the 

goal. If he can touch a member or player of the opposite party in one breath and reach the 

goal, the memoir so touched is ‘dead’ and goes out of the field. If the announcer is 

touched by a member of the opposite party after his breath is out, he is ‘dead’ and goes 

out of the field. If he can dodge the oppositions and reach the goal without being touched, 

he comes back to the ‘alive’ and starts the game afresh. When a player of one side is 

'dead', the first 'dead' of the other site becomes ‘alive’ and joins his party, Thus the play 

goes on. The Buri be waiting for a chance, and he runs out unto the goal. In case the 

‘Buri’ can reach the goal except being touched by the opponent party, the party having 
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the ‘Buri’ wins. If he is touched by any player of the opposite party, the ‘Buri’ is dead, 

and the party loses the game. 

 Pakhi game, Is another popular game played in the Rajbanshi region in the rural 

belt? After the harvest seasons at moonlit night, it continues till late in the light.  

The field is mostly 40' x 20', and each block is nearly 6' x 8'. The court looks as 

follows;  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.20. Source: The Sketch collected by the book of Rajbanshis of North Bengal by C.C 

Sanyal 

 The attacking seven players stand outside the field at place A. defending six 

players stand on the horizontal lines, one on each, and the seventh one, called the 

Ghora stand on the middle vertical line, the Ghora line. He can run along all three 

vertical lines. So life is called Bhora life. Bhora can run along with all the vertical thief 

life. The game starts with a shout. At the start of this game, one of the attacking 

players called Bhut is allowed to cross the field undisturbed. He reaches the other side 

and calls the players of his party to start by shouting ‘Bhut’. Then all the players enter 

the first block B either all at a time or in Batches. They try to cross the lines towards 

the downward arrow mark. The defending players stable on the lines try to touching 
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the attacking player at the of crossing a line. If a player can cross the sixth line 

untouched by anyone, he works up along the upward arrow mark. ‘Bhut’ also tries to 

go up. If he or the ‘Bhut’ can cross the 1st line untouched and reach the place from 

where they started, the party wins. If anyone is touched by a defending player while 

crossing a line, the entire party loses the game. Then the game starts afresh; the 

attacking party takes the defence and vice versa. This game is called ‘Daria Game’ in 

North Bengal. 

Tsor Tsor game (hides and seeks game): (1.) [The most popular game of the 

Rajbanshis is Tosor Tosor game. The game is played by six players in a team 

positioned in a circle stretched. The game was contained and developed with reciting 

poems. One such poem has been listed below:]   

1. Ada Pada Nun Khoroda 

Akna Ada Pori Panu 

Sabare Mukhot Ati Dinu 

Zae Koribe a-o, Tare Mukhot Ghao 

Zae Koribe Thu, Tare Mukhot gu 

Zae Koribe Hokka, Tare Mukhot Pokka. 

[In the song, some ginger has been distributed to all. It is said that if anyone cries on 

account of pungency, his mouth shall develop ulcers; if anyone tries to spit out, excreta 

shall fall in his mouth, if anyone attempts to vomit, insectsworms or  shall enter into 

his mouth.] 

 (2.) [Another similar game is played by five or six children stand in a circle and 

recite the following. The one is reciting moves round the back of such striking each on 

the back with his first. The last one where the poem ends to make a thief.54] 
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       2. Zhetsu tsu tsu bas barir gu 

Teora ase teuuri ase 

Tae phelabe gu 

Mama gise hal boar-na 

Bou tsoraise ohat 

Bour mathot ogun nagil 

Bap re he bap. 

[In the song, somebody has passed stools in the bamboo grove, and the birds will eat it 

up and clean the place. No one should go to remove it. The maternal uncle has gone to 

plough and the aunty has started cooking. She is very angry. It is better to run away.] 

3.  He tsu tsu tsu 

Bas barit hagi thu tsu 

Kae phelabe gu 

Mama geise mach dhoribar 

Bou zurise khola 

Bour mathot ogun nagise 

Sara hoise bela. 

[In the song, the uncle has gone fishing. He is late in coming. The mother who has 

started cooking is very angry as the day has advanced.] 

     4.  Zhe tsu tsu 

Bas barit hagi thu tsu 

Kie phelabe gu 

Mama ge hu 
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Ek katha dhan de 

Kate phela gu 

[In the song, whoever will remove the excretion, we give the uncle one Kotha (five 

observer) of paddy and he will removed it with a grafting.] 

[Note: Ada - ginger; Ekna - one; Pori Panu - having got; Bati Dinu - distributed; a-o - 

sound, noise; Ghao – uncle; Thu - spit; gu - excreta; Hokka - attempt to vomit; Pokka – 

vermin; Zurise Khola - set fire to the oven; Ogun - fire; Teora, Teori - Oird that eat 

excreta; gise, Geise - has gone; Hal Boar na - for tilling the land.] 

a) Domna - re dumni 

Sora macher ghumni 

Sak khae sukati khae 

Domna beta kothe nukae 

Dhup dhap nits tsup 

Kana kukuri bhul tulut. 

b) Domna - re dumni 

Nitsa macher ghumni 

Sak khae sukati khae 

Domna beta kothe nukae 

Tsap tsup ni tsup 

Kukurer Pudz. 

c) Domna-re domni 

Sora macher ghumni 

Sor khoe sukati khae 
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Domnar beta kothe nukae 

Kre kaua ko 

Ni tsup dhap dhup 

Kntholer bitsi bhutus. 

d) Domna-re domni 

Nitsa macher ghumni 

Sak khae sukati khae 

Domnar beta kothe nukae 

Ni tsup tsup tsup 

Tsuat dup 

Kunthe ache seithe buts. 

[These songs have practically no meaning; these are pet songs of the children at play. 

Domna - a low caste Hindu people engaged in sweeping the roads and throwing away 

dead animals; Sra or Nitsa Mach-stale or rotton fish, usually small fishes; Ghumni - 

curry; Sor - milk creams; Sukati - a curry made from dried jute leaves; kukuri - bitch; 

Pudz - pus; Kaua - crow; ko - caw; Konthol - jack-fruit; Tsua - well; dup - dive (S. C. B. 

dub).] 

 Hater Patae game, Only the female children take part in this game; Some 

children sit in a circle with stretched hands and palm upwards. One player recites a poem 

(chora) and strikes every palm with her handful. The children  on whose palm the strike 

ends with the word ‘kat’ becomes ‘pukka’, and he goes out, The poem is repeated as 

earlier and gradually one by one, 'pakka' goes out. The last sitting number is the 'thief'. 

Then other children ask her several questions which she must reply to, and this gives the 

fun of the game. 
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The poems - 

1. Itson bitson dhauri bitsaon 

Tate ache mongol kata 

Mongol kate nore tsore 

Ai kumara dak pare 

Ele re bele re 

Phul tulibar gele re 

Phuler mandala pat 

Chiri Angti hat kat 

 

2. Itson bitson dhapuri bitsaon 

Tate ache mongol kate 

Mongol kate nore tsore 

Ai kumara dak pare 

Ele re bele re 

Phul tulibar gele re 

Phuler mandala pat 

Chiri Angti hat kat 

Questions and Answers - 

First series: 

Mai mai tor kopale ki na ki 

(Kopal–forehead, ki na ki - what is) 

Sendur (vermilion) 
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Kothe palo (where have you got) 

Mama ghore chan phelaite (chun - cowdung) 

Mok konek dioo (would you give me some) 

na do mui (I would not give) 

Chhi chi tor kopalot bilaier gu (bilai - cat) 

Chi, chi, chi, chi. 

Second series: 

Mai mai tor peter ki na ki (what is inside your abdomen) 

Chaila (a child) 

Kiser tane kande (why it cries) 

Dudher tane (for milk) 

Ek ghoti dudh dinu te ki kollo 

(Have you given one pitcher full of milk? What have you done with it) 

Chaoa khaise, poati khaichee, aar kakra khale dhali dinu. 

(The child or baby has taken; the mother has taken; and the rest is thrown into the crab 

hole). 

Sei kakra dil ki (what the crab gave you) 

Ek tsapa mati (a chunk of the earth), 

Sei mati kollu ki (what you did with it) 

Adzar betar biao hoise tare danot dinu. 

(Made a gift for the prince in his marriage). 

Sei adzar beta dil ki 

(What did the prince give you?) 
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Kani muni ghora (a blind mare) 

Bandis kothe (where you keep) 

Moruts barit (in chilli garden) 

Dudh hoe keto (how much milk the mate gives), 

Ghoti ghoti (pitcher-fulls) 

Mute keto (how much water) 

Tsirit tsarat (very little) 

Hage keto (how much excretes) 

Nadae nadae (by heaps) 

Zol khoais khoais kothe (where you take her for drinking water) 

Dollat (in the low land) 

Hagi deo tor kollat (we pass stools in your lap). 

The game ends. 

The songs may be compared with the following South Bengali Song: — 

Ikri Mikri Cham cikri 

Came Elo Majumdar 

Dheye Elo Damodor 

Damodorer Hari Kuri 

Duare Hose Cal Kari 

Cal kut-te holo Bela 

Bhat Khelona Jamai Sala 

Bhate polo machi 

Kodal Diye Cachi 
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Kodal Holo Bhota 

Kha Khek Sialir Matha. 

(Nasalization is generally absent- -In ‘Hari’ ‘Kari’ ‘Cachi, ‘Bhota’. ) 

 Dual game, This is a game where only two children take part. One child says the 

first line and the other the second line. This goes on alternately. 

The song - 

Ekna Katha 

Beng-er Matha 

Ki Beng 

Holo Beng 

Ki Holo 

Bamon Tola 

Ki Bamon 

Ghot Bamon 

Ki Ghot 

Gua Ghot 

Ki Gua 

Nil Gua 

Ki Nil 

Gu Gil 

 Angul Dola game(finger pressing game); This game that can easily 

accommodate a large number of children at a place within a short time. Any one player 

sits with his one leg stretched with the finger up, Another catches the in a grip keeping the 
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thumb up. The next one players catches this thumb in his handful and keeps his thumb up 

for the other to catch. Thus four to five players dwelt the toe and the thumbs form a semi-

circle around the leg of the first one. Then all other players except the first one recite a 

song and move the hands in a circle round the toe and the thumbs, In this way pressing 

them a bit. With the last word of the song, the uppermost one becomes 'pakka' and takes 

out his hand. The song is repeated until the last, but one becomes 'pukka'. Then the game 

starts again.55 

The song of the Game - 

1. Nokta re notua 

Bhotser khotua 

Bhotser tole 

Baro bati dzole 

Dzolluk bati 

Dzolluk tel 

Ambari khan 

Paka bel 

Bel gelo fatia 

Tsikalu khail tsatia 

Ae re bhai ghor zai 

Dudh makhi bhat khai 

2. Nokta re notua 

Bhoiser khotua 

Bhoiser tole 
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Baro bati zole 

Dzolluk bati 

Puruk tel 

Ghochat ache paka bel 

Bel gelo fhatia 

Tsikalu khail tsatia 

Ae bhai ghor jai 

Dohu tsura makhhi khaai 

3. First six lines of the first song are not changed from; the seventh line, the song is as 

follows:- 

Ambari khan 

Paka bel 

Paka na katstsa 

Deo ekta chiria 

Bhuttus 

4. Nottu nottu ke re 

Adza ghorer bou re 

Amar bouta tske nai 

Noktu elae pakka nai 

Katstsa na paka 

uporer ta chera. 

5. Notko notko pan khae 

Adar ghorer khel Gamee 
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Katstsa na pakka 

De ekta charia 

The songs ‘noktare notiia’ and ‘domnare dumni’ reminds one song of the children in 

south Bengal. It is this; - 

Agadum bagadum 

Ghoradum saje 

Dhol kasor ghaghor baje 

Bajtc bajte chollo dhuli 

Dhuli gelo se komlapuli 

Komlapulir ti-e ta 

Sujji mamar bi-e ta 

Ae rongo hate jai 

Pan supari kine khai 

Pane chilo phopra 

Ma-e jhi-e jhogra 

Holud bone kolud phul 

Mamar name togor phul 

Kochi koci kumrar jhol 

O-re khoka ga tol. 

[Note: Bhois - buffalo, Khotua - wooden peg, Dzolluk - let our, tel – oil, Tsikalu - a type 

of mole. Gach – tree, Dohu - curd, Chiria - after plucking. Nottu - a sour fruit - baccaurea 

Sapida Muell. Adza- king, Tsake – tested, Chera-up. (That is the meaning in the above 

song; usual meaning - ‘is torn’ or ‘pluck’).] 
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It is observed that there are some games associated with the lifecycle. This 

includes the sports of physical movements. So, the above mentioned nine games can be 

grouped into these four broad categories: (1) Running games: Luko-churi, Rumal-Churi, 

Pittu; (2) Jumping games: Kit-kit; (3) skill-demonstrating games: Guli, Lattu, Ghuri, 

Danguli (4) Throwing games: Lathi Chhora. A four-category of games appears necessary 

to be included here. Besides, these games, there are many other traditional games that 

children play at different childhood stages. Games of more recent times that have reached 

here through metropolitan cities or urban areas(Caram, Ludu, Snakes and Ladders, 

Business, computer, and video games) are also played in Bengal. Howsoever, these are 

played by the children of the urban areas or economically better off strata. 

Traditional Games and Sports cultivate local and regional customs strengthen the 

sense of national belongings. Locally or regionally rooted traditional games encourage 

exchange between districts and regions and preserve a sense of cultural identity by 

providing marks of roots and reference. In this part, the author overview the obsolete 

traditional sports and games spread in the North Bengal rural and urban places. All of the 

data were collected from the rural and urban people of 8 districts in North Bengal, India. 

The researcher was entire North Bengal, and the data collected from people who are 

played and come across in their lifestyle of traditional games. The methods used for 

collecting data through interviews, photos, and live play demo. Some nearby obsolete 

traditional sports are evaluated from the North Bengal state of West Bengal, India and 

found that traditional sports and games played in the different regions in the previous era. 

This study concluded that traditional sports almost playing all over West Bengal state, it 

carries moral value and cultural heritage, and develops integrity among the people.  

Traditional games have a great role in the growth and development of the health 

and psyche of children. Unfortunately, today’s children no longer play traditional outdoor 
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games; instead, they are busy enjoying indoor computer games. The affinity of school-

going children towards indoor computer games positively affects the growth and 

development of their mental and physical health. Ultimately, they become prone to 

various diseases at a young age. Thus, there is a great need to make them realize the 

significance of games and sports.   Traditional sports refer to unique cultural forms from 

human beings’ history, created or created. They can reflect the common psychology of a 

nation and are seen in everyday life. On this basis, it is suggested that nowadays, when 

the global integration course is accelerating, to reform and carry forward the traditional 

Games and enrich and develop the modern sports treasury of the world are the inevitable 

trend of the development of the traditional sport.56 

Fig.3.21.  Photograph collected by Researcher 
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Fig.3.22.  Photograph collected by Researcher 

Fig.3.23. Photograph collected by Researcher 
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Fig.3.24. Photograph collected by Researcher 

Some near obsolete traditional games are the destroyed sports or disappeared in 

the previous era in rural and urban areas for leisure hours or recreational activities. Such 

as so many traditional games in North Bengal like Danguli, Ayabga-Ayanga, Bhagbandi, 

Bouchi, Chikka, Chadar Game, Dariyabanda, Chhi-Chhatar, De-Pakhal, Gaigodani, 

Golaptagar, Moghalpathan, Khadi Game, Kanamachi, Opentibioscope, Rajar Kothal, 

Chunga Game, Moroglorai, Nunta, Chamri, Dhop Game, Rojar Kothal, Hatepate Game, 

etc. – for the rural, these terms may sound as though they are from some ancient 

civilization. These are the famous traditional games played in the villages of North 

Bengal. These games were designed to develop logical thinking, building strategy, 

concentration, basic mathematics, aiming, and so on. While playing the games, the 

students learned and understood the spirit of sportsmanship.  
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The study’s objective is to analyze the contents and features of the obsolete 

traditional sports in North Bengal and terms of historical origin, present situation, and 

developing prospect.57The prime aim of this research is to bring out the obsolete 

traditional sports played in this region. This study may help to know about these 

traditional sports and game’s cultural heritage and their importance in this society. 

Sport and sporting behaviour have complex links to people’s lifestyles and 

personal dispositions regarding participation and consumption of sports. A relatively 

strict social hierarchy defines traditional Indian culture. He also mentions that children 

are reminded of their roles and places in society from an early age. Traditional Games as 

a vehicle for the world’s unity, integration, cultural diversity, peace, and physical 

activity.58  Bengal culture is the culture of the Bengal people. Bengal culture is rooted in 

the arts and ways of life of Bengalis in India, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Singapore, and 

across the globe. Bengali culture is expressed in language, literature, music, dance, folk 

arts, martial arts, painting, sculpture, architecture, sports, media, comedy, cuisine, 

costumes, celebrations, philosophy, religions, traditions, rituals, organizations, science, 

and technology.59 

After the analysis of the data, it was found that all most people agree that 

traditional games, recreation, and leisure sports have a rich culture and heritage value to 

preserve; they are essential for passing on ancestral knowledge to the new generation; 

they sharpened observational and mathematical skills, and they develop logical 

thinking.60 The people stated that these traditional games give more fun and joy than 

other competitive games; they are suitable for all ages, so they increase the interaction 

between generations; they are most suitable for girls to enhance their overall 

personality.61 All people support that traditional games improve youngsters’ creativity; 

they improve conflict management, team building, and understanding group dynamics; 
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and they are more useful than modern games in developing children’s skills. The people 

agree that this traditional game produces integrity among the people. All the children and 

adults play in the street joined with all religious and all caste people together. It may 

result in that it proves the integrity and unit among the people. The traditional games 

develop the social culture and heritage among the people.62 The traditional games plying 

in different categories, such as some games playing in the seasonal, some are in the 

religious function, some are in the celebrations, some are in all years.63 The traditional 

games and sports with their varieties of plying throughout North Bengal develop 

humanity’s physical, mental, social conditions, and spiritual faith.64 Traditional games 

and sports may be of different kinds, but these are for personal, peace, community, human 

resource, learning, and understanding, uniting force development. Overall these 

traditional games are for fun, wellness, fitness, and social integrity. 65 

In the annexure Researcher mention some traditional games that would highlight 

the content of my thesis. Information about these games was collected from field visits 

and personal childhood experiences. The described games are selected from those which 

are popular among the children in North Bengal. It should be noted that the above-

mentioned games are also played in other parts of India with minor alterations in the 

format or play procedure, and a few of these games are played by adults as well.66 

So far, the researcher discussed the various games played in the North Bengal 

region. The researcher intends to focus on how the game reflected the culture of the area. 

The lifestyle of the people generally developed according to the natural atmosphere of the 

region. We find how the people’s unsophisticated simple lifestyle is reflected in the 

simple mode of games played in the area. However, the researcher intends to remember 

the struggle against the natural forces, the insecurity, intergroup clashes contributed to 

reflect the evolution of the culture of the Rajbanshis, their effort to synthesis among the 
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various races in the region their undauntedly fight against the natural calamities, 

interracial clashes received impetus from the games and sports practiced in the area.  

The sports, games, and amusements helped the people to keep their physical 

strength. They devise various games including prayer, worship of nature god and 

comfortable physical fits and competitive spirit as the proverb says “survival of the 

fittest” so this chapter is essential from the viewpoint of the content of my project; 

however, the Rajbanshis mostly settle mainly in Coochbehar, Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur 

districts. Thus we find due to the regional influences, and they existed in the same 

different manner and moods of such celebration though the spirit remains the same. So, 

one may rightly conclude that the need for discussing sports and games practice in North 

Bengal is a historical necessity which, as a researcher, tries to establish.  Therefore, we 

can say that's Games of chance and amusements tend to occur in situations where 

benevolence and coercion by God's spirits are perceived to be high and aggression by 

Gods and spirits is perceived above. 

 

…………………………………………………… 
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